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Abstrat
We onsider some theoretial and numerial aspets of the generalized eigenvalueproblem Ax = �Bx:where A;B 2 C n�n . A ommon form of the problem is the symmetri positivede�nite ase, where A and B are both real and symmetri and at least one ofthem is positive de�nite. This problem has many appliations in siene andengineering. We onsider the diÆulties assoiated with the omputation of thesolution. Ideally a method would be bakward stable, eÆient and able to exploitthe speial struture of the problem. Several methods for solving this problemare desribed, eah of whih meets at least one of these riteria. Of partiular in-terest is the Cholesky method whih onverts the generalized eigenvalue problem,via a Cholesky fatorization of the symmetri positive de�nite B, to a standardeigenvalue problem Cy = �y while maintaining the symmetry of the problem.Although this method exploits the struture of the problem it is potentially un-stable. Provided that a stable eigensolver is used to solve the eigenvalue problemfor C, standard error analysis says that the omputed eigenvalues are exat forA+�A and B +�B with max(k�Ak2=kAk2; k�Bk2=kBk2) bounded by a mul-tiple of �2(B)u, where u is the unit roundo� and �2(B) = kBk2kB�1k2 is theondition number of B. We onsider the use of the Jaobi method and the sym-metri QR method as our eigensolver, and give a detailed error analysis for eah7



method that yields bakward error bounds potentially muh smaller than �2(B)u.We also highlight the need for pivoting in the Cholesky fatorization and the needfor applying the symmetri QR method on matries that are graded downwards.We illustrate the sharpness of these new bounds with numerial tests.In ases of instability, we onsider the use of iterative re�nement based onNewton's method to produe eigenpairs with small bakward errors. We showthat provided that the initial approximate eigenpair is \lose enough" to theexat eigenpair we an expet Newton's method in oating point arithmeti toonverge to a bakward stable eigenpair.We also onsider the numerial generation of orrelation matries and theirfators. These matries|symmetri positive semide�nite matries with unitdiagonal|are important in statistis and numerial linear algebra. We present analgorithm of Bendel and Mikey and give improved formulae for the omputationof the rotations and prove that the resulting algorithm is numerially stable. Wealso show how to modify the algorithm to generate a retangular matrix witholumns of unit 2-norm.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 OverviewIn this thesis we onsider some theoretial and numerial aspets of the general-ized eigenvalue problem Ax = �Bxwhere A;B 2 C n�n . Of partiular interest are numerial methods for solving thesymmetri de�nite generalized eigenvalue problem where A and B are real andsymmetri and at least one of them is positive de�nite.We start by outlining the thesis, while the rest of Chapter 1 explains someof the neessary theoretial bakground and appliations of the problem. Thismaterial has been adapted from various soures inluding Datta [9℄, Golub andVan Loan [26℄, Higham [31℄, Parlett [47℄, Saad [49℄, Stewart [52℄, [53℄, Stewartand Sun [55℄, Watkins [61℄ and Wilkinson [63℄.In Chapter 2 we disuss two popular methods for solving the symmetri eigen-value problem Ax = �x, Jaobi's method and the symmetri QR method. Thesemethods are bakward stable and an be used to help solve the symmetri de�nitegeneralized eigenvalue problem. 13



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 14In Chapter 3 we move on to onsider numerial methods for the symmetride�nite generalized eigenvalue problem. Ideally these methods would be ableto exploit the speial struture of the problem, eÆient and bakward stable. Abakward stable algorithm is one that produes solutions to the generalized eigen-value problem that are exat for the perturbed matrix pair (A +�A;B + �B)where �A and �B are small. The term \small" is normally ontext depen-dent. We are partiular interested in normwise bakward stable algorithms wherek�Ak � 1ukAk and k�Bk � 2ukBk where u is the unit roundo� and 1 and2 are small onstants. Unfortunately no suh algorithm exists that satis�es allthree desirable properties, but we disuss three methods whih satisfy at least oneof these riteria. This remains an important open problem in numerial linearalgebra and is of partiular interest to numerial software library produers suhas NAG, Ltd. (Oxford), who seek to provide aurate, reliable and robust libraryode for use in industry and researh. They provided the initial impetus to thisresearh and have supported this projet through a CASE Ph.D. Studentship.Firstly, we disuss the QZ algorithm, whih is a generalization of the QRalgorithm for non Hermitian matries. While this method is bakward stable itdoes not exploit the struture of the problem.Next we onsider the popular Cholesky method whih onverts the generalizedeigenvalue problem, via a Cholesky fatorization of the symmetri positive de�niteB, to a standard eigenvalue problem Cy = �y while maintaining the symmetryof the problem. Although this method exploits the struture of the problem it ispotentially unstable when B is ill-onditioned with respet to inversion. Standarderror analysis says that, providing a bakward stable eigensolver is used to solvethe eigenvalue problem for C, the omputed eigenvalues are exat for A + �Aand B + �B where max(k�Ak2=kAk2; k�Bk2=kBk2) is bounded by a multipleof �2(B)u, where �2(B) = kBk2kB�1k2 is the ondition number of B.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 15We onsider the use of the Jaobi and the symmetri QR method as oureigensolver, and give a detailed error analysis for both the Cholesky{Jaobi andthe Cholesky{QR methods that yields bakward error bounds potentially muhsmaller than �2(B)u. We also highlight the need for pivoting in the Choleskyfatorization and the need for applying the symmetri QR method on matriesthat are graded downwards.Finally we disuss a method of Chandrasekaran whih exploits the strutureof the problem and is bakward stable but, unfortunately has a potentially highoperation ount.In Chapter 4 we disuss a method for repairing any instability that ourswhen applying the Cholesky method. We onsider the use of iterative re�nementbased on Newton's method to produe eigenpairs with small bakward errors. Weshow that provided that the initial approximate eigenpair is \lose enough" tothe exat eigenpair we an expet Newton's method in oating point arithmetito onverge to a bakward stable eigenpair.In Chapter 5 we onsider the numerial generation of orrelation matries|symmetri positive semide�nite matries with unit diagonal|and their fators.We present an algorithm of Bendel and Mikey for omputing orrelations ma-tries with spei�ed eigenvalues using a �nite sequene of Givens rotations. Wegive improved formulae for the omputation of the rotations and prove that theresulting algorithm is numerially stable. We show by example that the formulaeoriginally proposed, whih are used in ertain existing Fortran implementations,an lead to serious instability. We also show how to modify the algorithm to gen-erate a retangular matrix with olumns of unit 2-norm. Suh a matrix representsa orrelation matrix in fatored form.Finally in Chapter 6 we present several numerial examples to illustrate thesharpness of our bakward error bounds and identify examples for whih the



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 16Cholesky{Jaobi and the Cholesky{QR methods an fail. We also illustrate thebene�ts of iterative re�nement. We �nish o� by summing up the onlusions ofthis thesis and highlighting areas of potential future work.1.2 Basi De�nitions and Norms1.2.1 Basi De�nitionsThe following standard terminology is used throughout the thesis:� A 2 C n�n is hermitian if A = A� where A� is the onjugate transpose ofA. In the real ase A 2 Rn�n is symmetri if A = AT .� A 2 C n�n is hermitian positive (semi) definite if A = A� and x�Ax >(�)0 for all nonzero x 2 C n .� A 2 C n�n is unitary if A�A = I. In the real ase A 2 Rn�n is orthogo-nal if ATA = I.� A 2 C n�n is upper (lower) triangular if aij = 0 for i > j (i < j).� A 2 C n�n is upper (lower) hessenberg if aij = 0 for i > j+1 (i < j�1).� A 2 C n�n is upper (lower) quasi-triangular if A is upper (lower)Hessenberg and no two onseutive elements on the sub (super) diagonalare nonzero.� A QR fatorization of A 2 Rm�n , where m � n, is given byA = QR = [Q1 Q2 ℄"R10 # = Q1R1;where Q 2 Rm�m is orthogonal and R1 2 Rm�n is upper triangular. Itan be omputed in several ways, for example by use of Householder trans-formations, Givens rotations and by the Gram{Shmidt method. The QR



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 17fatorization is unique if A has full rank and we require R to have positivediagonal elements.1.2.2 Vetor NormsWe introdue the onept of vetor and matrix norms as these provide a onve-nient salar measure of size whih are used in perturbation and rounding erroranalyses. A vetor norm is a funtion k � k : C n ! R that satis�es the followingonditions:1. kxk > 0 for all nonzero x 2 C n .2. k�xk = j�jkxk where � 2 C , x 2 C n .3. The triangle inequality holds, that is kx+ yk � kxk+ kyk for all x; y 2 C n .A useful lass of vetor norms are the H�older p-norms whih are de�ned bykxkp =  nXi=1 jxijp!1=p ; p � 1:The three most useful p-norms are the 1, 2 and 1 norms:kxk1 = nXi=1 jxij;kxk2 =  nXi=1 jxij2!1=2 = (x�x)1=2;kxk1 = max1�i�n jxij:The 2-norm, also alled the eulidean norm, has the useful property that it isinvariant under unitary transformations. For unitary Q we have Q�Q = I andtherefore kQxk22 = x�Q�Qx = x�x = kxk22:An important property of p-norms is the H�older inequalityjx�yj � kxkpkykq; 1p + 1q = 1: (1.1)



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 18We have equality in (1.1) when p; q > 1 if the vetors (jxijp) and (jyijq) arelinearly dependent and xiyi lie on the same ray in the omplex plane for all i.For p = 1; q =1 equality an be easily obtained, an example being when x andy are multiples of the vetor (1; : : : ; 1)T . A speial ase of the H�older inequalityis the Cauhy-Shwarz inequalityjx�yj � kxk2kyk2:All vetor p-norms are equivalent. This means that there exists onstants � and� suh that �kxkp � kxkq � �kxkp:For q < p it has been shown [25℄ thatkxkp � kxkq � n( 1q� 1p)kxkp:This yields useful results about the 1, 2 and 1 norms:kxk2 �kxk1� pnkxk2;kxk1 �kxk2� pnkxk1;kxk1 �kxk1� nkxk1:Another important vetor norm is the dual norm. For an arbitrary vetor normk � k : C n ! R the dual norm is de�ned bykxkD = maxz 6=0 jz�xjkzk : (1.2)If follows from the H�older inequality (1.1) that the dual of the p-norm is theq-norm where 1p + 1q = 1. The vetor z is a vetor dual to y ifz�y = kzkDkyk = 1:The existene of suh a vetor is a onsequene of the duality theorem [34, Cor.5.5.15℄. We note for later referene thatkxy�k�;� = kxk�kykD� :



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 19This is easily veri�ed from the de�nition of the mixed subordinate matrix normin (1.4) and the dual norm in (1.2).1.2.3 Matrix NormsA matrix norm is a funtion k � k : C m�n ! R that satis�es the following ondi-tions:1. kAk > 0 for all nonzero A 2 C m�n .2. k�Ak = j�jkAk where � 2 C , A 2 C m�n .3. The triangle inequality holds, that is kA+Bk � kAk+ kBk for all A;B 2C m�n .The most ommonly used matrix norms are the Frobenius norm whih is de�nedby kAkF =  mXi=1 nXj=1 jaijj2!1=2 = (trae(A�A))1=2and the subordinate p-norms. Given a vetor norm, the orresponding subordi-nate matrix norm is given by kAk = supx6=0 kAxkkxk :The subordinate matrix p-norms are therefore de�ned using the H�older p-norms.Again the three most useful subordinate matrix norms are the 1, 2 and the 1norms whih an be given by:kAk1 = max1�j�n mXi=1 jaijj; \max olumn sum";kAk2 = (�(A�A))1=2 = �max(A); spetral norm;kAk1 = max1�i�m nXj=1 jaijj; \max row sum";



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 20where the spetral radius�(B) = maxfj�j : det(B � �I) = 0gand �max(A) is the largest singular value of A. The matrix 2-norm and the Frobe-nius norm are unitarily invariant norms. This means that for unitary matries Uand V we have kUAV k2 = kAk2 and kUAV kF = kAkF . A norm is onsistent ifkABk � kAkkBk (1.3)whenever the produt AB is de�ned. For any subordinate matrix norm and theFrobenius norm, the inequality (1.3) holds and therefore they are all onsistentnorms. An example of a norm that is not onsistent is the \max norm" kAk =maxi;j jaijj . The best bound obtainable for A 2 C m�n and B 2 C n�p is kABk �nkAkkBk where equality an be obtained for aij = bij = 1.For the matrix p-norm it an shown that kA�kp = kAkq if 1p + 1q = 1. We analso show that kAkp � kAk1=p1 kAk1�1=p1whih inludes the useful inequality kAk2 �pkAk1kAk1. Other useful inequal-ities involving the ubiquitous 1, 2 and 1 norms are1pnkAk1 �kAk2� pmkAk1;1pmkAk1 �kAk2� pnkAk1;kAk2 �kAkF� pnkAk2:The subordinate matrix norm an be generalized by allowing di�erent norms onthe input and output spae: kAk�;� = maxx6=0 kAxk�kxk� : (1.4)The hoie of � = 1 and � =1 gives the \max norm". The result in (1.3) doesnot hold for the mixed subordinate matrix norm. Instead, for any third vetor



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 21norm k � k , we have kABk�;� � kAk;�kBk�;:An important quantity in numerial analysis is the matrix ondition number ofa nonsingular A 2 C n�n , whih is de�ned by��;�(A) := lim�!0 supk�Ak�;���kAk�;� �k(A+�A)�1 � A�1k�;��kA�1k�;� � :An expliit formula an be given for the ondition number:��;�(A) = kAk�;�kA�1k�;�: (1.5)One of the reasons the matrix ondition number is an important tool in numeriallinear algebra is that it an measure the sensitivity of a matrix to perturbationsin the data. For example the relative distane of a nonsingular A 2 C n�n tosingularity an be given bydist�;�(A) := min�k�Ak�;�kAk�;� : A+�A singular� = ��;�(A)�1: (1.6)See Higham [31℄ for proofs of the results in (1.5) and (1.6).1.2.4 Model of Floating Point ArithmetiThroughout this thesis we use the standard model for oating point arithmetifl(x op y) = (x op y)(1 + Æ1) = x op y1 + Æ2 ; jÆ1j; jÆ2j � u; op = +;�; �; =:f l(px) = px(1 + Æ); jÆj � u;where u is the unit roundo�. We will make use of the following lemma [31℄.Lemma 1.2.1 If jÆij � u and �i = �1 for i = 1:n, and nu < 1, thennYi=1(1 + Æi)�i = 1 + �n; where j�nj � nu1� nu =: n:



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 22We de�ne ~k = pku1� pku;where p denotes a small integer onstant whose exat value is unimportant. Wewill also write ~�k to denote a quantity satisfying j~�kj � ~k. Computed quantitiesare denoted with a hat.1.3 The Standard Eigenvalue ProblemThe standard eigenvalue problem arises when we onsider systems of di�eren-tial equations in areas suh as vibration analysis, stability theory and quantummehanis. For example, onsider the following system of n �rst-order, linear,ordinary di�erential equations in n unknown funtions x1(t); : : : ; xn(t):dx1dt = a11x1 + a12x2 + � � �+ a1nxn;dx2dt = a21x1 + a22x2 + � � �+ a2nxn;... ... ... ...dxndt = an1x1 + an2x2 + � � �+ annxn:This system is normally expressed asdxdt = Ax (1.7)where x = (x1; : : : ; xn)T , dx=dt = (dx1=dt; : : : ; dxn=dt)T and A = (aij) is thematrix of oeÆients. To solve this system we onsider solutions of the simpleform x(t) = e�tv (1.8)where e�t is a time dependent salar and v is a nonzero vetor independent of t.By substituting (1.8) into (1.7) and we obtain�e�tv = e�tAv:



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 23Sine e�t is nonzero we obtain the standard eigenvalue problemAv = �v:We now make a formal de�nition of the problem.De�nition 1.3.1 Let A 2 C n�n , x 2 C n be nonzero and � be a omplex salar.The pair (�; x) is alled an eigenpair of A ifAx = �x: (1.9)The vetor x is an eigenvetor and the salar � is an eigenvalue of thematrix A. The set of eigenvalues is alled the spetrum of A and is denoted by�(A).Notie that if (�; x) is an eigenpair of A then so is (�; x) where  is anynonzero onstant. It is therefore ommon to onsider normalized eigenvetorswith kxk2 = 1. The eigenpair desribed in De�nition 1.3.1 is sometimes alleda right eigenvetor as x is multiplied on the right hand side. A left eigenvetor(�; y) is similarly de�ned exept that this eigenpair satis�esy�A = �y�:If we onsider the solution in (1.8) we see that v must be an eigenvetor of Aand � must be the orresponding eigenvalue. For every eigenpair of A a solutionof the form (1.8) exists. Therefore if A has n linearly independent eigenvetorsv1; : : : ; vn with orresponding eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �n thenx(t) = 1e�1tv1 + � � �+ ne�ntvnis a solution of (1.7) where 1; : : : ; n are arbitrary onstants.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 241.3.1 Properties of the Eigenvalue ProblemWe will �rst look at the existene and uniqueness of solutions of the standardeigenvalue problem. By rewriting (1.9) as a linear system(A� �I)x = 0we an show the following:� x 2 N(A��I) where N(A��I) denotes the null spae of the matrix A��I.� � is an eigenvalue of A if and only if N(A� �I) 6= f0g.� � is an eigenvalue of A if and only ifdet(A� �I) = 0: (1.10)The left-hand side of (1.10) is known as the harateristi polynomial of A.It is not hard to see that (1.10) is a polynomial in � with degree n. This meansthat (1.10) has n omplex roots and therefore A has n eigenvalues, some of whihmay be repeated. We an write (1.10) in fatored form asdet(A� �I) = (�� �1)m1 : : : (�� �k)mkwhere eah �i is distint and m1 + � � �+mk = n. The eigenvalues are the salars�i and they are said to have algebrai multipliity mi. This di�ers fromthe geometri multipliity of an eigenvalue �i whih is the dimension of thenull spae N(A��iI). The algebrai and geometri multipliity of an eigenvalueare often the same but an be di�erent. For example,A = " 0 10 0#has the harateristi polynomial �2 = 0 and therefore �1 = �2 = 0 and theeigenvalue 0 has algebrai multipliity 2. However the null spae N(A � �1I) is



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 25spanned by (1; 0)T only and therefore the eigenvalue 0 has geometri multipliity1. If a matrix has an eigenvalue whose algebrai multipliity is greater than its ge-ometri multipliity then the matrix and the eigenvalue is said to be defetive.Defetive matries have less than n linearly independent eigenvetors.There are ertain kinds of matries for whih the eigenpairs are easily found:� Let ei denote the ith olumn of the identity matrix. For a diagonal matrixA = diag(a11; : : : ; ann) it is easy to see that (aii; ei) for i = 1:n is aneigenpair of A.� Let A be a blok triangular matrix partitioned in the formA = 2666664A11 A12 � � � A1mA22 A2m. . . ...Amm
3777775 ;where all Aii are square. Then�(A) = m[i=1�(Aii):This is due to the fat thatdet(A� �I) = mYi=1 det(Aii � �I)whih is zero if and only if det(Aii � �I) = 0 for some i. If A is triangularand partitioned in the form

A = 26664 k�1 1 n�kk�1 A11 a1k A1;k+11 akk aTk;k+1n�k Ak+1;k+1
37775then it an be seen that an eigenpair of A is(�; x) = �akk; [xT1 ; x2; 0℄T�



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 26where x1 = (�I � A11)�1a1k; x2 = 1if �I � A11 is nonsingular. If �I � A11 is singular then x1 is a null vetorof this matrix and x2 = 0. These eigenvetors an be found using a baksubstitution algorithm.1.3.2 Similarity TransformationsA key strategy in solving eigenvalue problems is to transform the problem to onewhih is easier to solve, for example diagonal or triangular form as we have seenthat these matries have easily obtainable eigenpairs. The tools we use are alledsimilarity transformations.Theorem 1.3.2 Let A 2 C n�n and let Y 2 C n�n be nonsingular. Then thematries A and B = Y AY �1 are said to be similar. This means that if (�; x)is an eigenpair of A then (�; Y x) is an eigenpair of B. The transformationB = Y AY �1 is known as a similarity transformation.Proof. If (�; x) is an eigenpair of A thenB(Y x) = Y AY �1Y x = Y Ax = �(Y x)and therefore (�; Y x) is eigenpair of B.An important lass of similarity transformations are unitary transformations.This is beause they are easy to invert as U�1 = U� and perturbations in A arenot magni�ed in B. For example if we apply a similarity transformation to theperturbed matrix A+ E we haveB + F = Y (A + E)Y �1where kEk2�2(Y )�1 � kFk2 � kEk2�2(Y ). For unitary matries we have �2(Y ) =1 and kEk2 = kFk2.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 27If we an �nd a similarity transformation suh that B is diagonal or triangularthen we an obtain all eigenpairs of A. We introdue the following theorems toshow that this is possible for ertain A.Theorem 1.3.3 Let A 2 C n�n have a omplete set of linearly independent eigen-vetors x1; : : : ; xn with orresponding eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �n and de�ne the ma-tries X = [x1; : : : ; xn℄; � = diag(�1; : : : ; �n):Then X�1AX = �: (1.11)Proof. All we need to do is ombine all n solutions of (1.9) into the matrixequation AX = X� and beause there are n linearly independent eigenvetorsX is nonsingular and an be inverted.Theorem 1.3.4 (Shur) Given A 2 C n�n then there exists a unitary matrixU 2 C n�n suh that U�AU = T (1.12)is an upper triangular matrix .Proof. We prove this by indution on n. For the base ase n = 1 the resultis trivial. For A 2 C k�k let x1 be a normalized eigenvetor with orrespondingeigenvalue �1. Let X2 2 C k�(k�1) denote a matrix suh that U1 = [x1 X2℄ isunitary. Then U�1AU1 = " x�1X�2 #A [ x1 X2 ℄= " x�1Ax1 x�1AX2X�2Ax1 X�2AX2 # :Sine Ax1 = �1x1 and X�2x1 = 0 we haveU�1AU1 = "�1 x�1AX20 X�2AX2 # :



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 28Using our indutive hypothesis there exists a unitary matrix eU2 2 C (k�1)�(k�1)suh that eU�2 (X�2AX2)eU2 is triangular. If we de�ne U2 = diag(1; eU2) then we haveU�2U�1AU1U2 = "�1 x�1AX2 eU20 eU�2X�2AX2 eU2 #whih is upper triangular.Neither of these proofs are onstrutive so they do not suggest methods for�nding these fatorizations. The proof of Theorem 1.3.4 does suggest a way ofreduing the problem to a (n � 1)� (n � 1) problem if we know an eigenvetorof A. This proess is known as deflation.The eigenvetors in (1.11) and the Shur vetors in (1.12) bear an interestingrelation. Let X = URbe the QR deomposition of the matrix of eigenvetors X. Then (1.11) is equiv-alent to U�AU = R�R�1:As the right hand side is upper triangular, this is the Shur form of A. Hene theShur vetors are the Q-fator of the matrix of eigenvetors.1.3.3 The Hermitian Eigenvalue ProblemOne ommon form of the eigenvalue problem is when A is Hermitian. Many ofthe relevant harateristis of Hermitian matries an be obtained from the Shurform in Theorem 1.3.4. If we onsider (1.12) and take the onjugate transposewe see that T � = (U�AU)� = U�A�U = U�AU = T: (1.13)From this we an see that T is also Hermitian and is therefore both upper andlower triangular and hene diagonal. As U also diagonalizes A we an apply



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 29Theorem 1.3.3 to show that the olumns of U are the eigenvetors and therefore(tii; ui) are the eigenpairs of A. Also from (1.13) we see that tii = �tii, whih meanstii must have zero imaginary part and therefore all the eigenvalues of Hermitianmatries are real.Theorem 1.3.5 (The Spetral Theorem) Given a Hermitian A 2 C n�n thereexists a unitary matrix U 2 C n�n and a diagonal matrix � 2 Rn�nsuh thatU�AU = � = diag(�1; : : : ; �n):This is known as the spetral deomposition.1.4 The Generalized Eigenvalue ProblemThe generalized eigenvalue problem arises in many appliations suh as stru-tural dynamis, eletrial networks and quantum hemistry. The most ommonlysolved problems are those assoiated with the vibration analysis of large stru-tures. These strutures have distributed properties, suh as mass and sti�ness,and are said to have an in�nite number of degrees of freedom as the system isnot fully desribed until the motion at all points is known. It is infeasible towork with an in�nite number of degrees of freedom, therefore these systems areexpressed by disrete mathematial models using �nite element methods or �nitedi�erene methods. These methods regard a omplex struture as an assemblageof disrete elements involving a workable number of degrees of freedom. Of parti-ular interest are the natural frequenies and modes of vibration of the struture.The design of these strutures require onsideration of this behaviour. These arefound by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem,Kx = �Mx (1.14)
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Figure 1.1: Model of a two storey building.where K and M are known as the sti�ness and the mass matrix respetively.Usually the matries K andM are Hermitian and at least one is positive de�nite.We now onsider free and fored vibration using 2� 2 examples.Example of free vibrationFree vibration ours when a struture osillates due to the fores inherent inthe system when una�eted by outside fores. The struture will vibrate atone or more of its natural frequenies whih depend on the mass and sti�nessdistribution. Consider the model of a two storey building shown in Figure 1.1.The building has a oor and roof, represented by masses m1 and m2 respetively,whih have a horizontal motion, represented by y1 and y2, whih is aused by thedeformation of the olumns. The onstants k1 and k2 represent the sti�ness ofthe supporting olumns. The equations of motion an be written asm1�y1 + (k1 + k2)y1 � k2y2 = 0;m2�y2 � k2y1 + k2y2 = 0: (1.15)The equations in (1.15) an be written in matrix form asM �y +Ky = 0 (1.16)



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 31where �y = (�y1; �y2)T , y = (y1; y2)T and the mass and sti�ness matries are givenby M = "m1 00 m2 # ; K = " k1 + k2 �k2�k2 k2 # :We onsider solutions of the form y(t) = xei!t (1.17)where ei!t is a time dependent omplex salar and x is a nonzero vetor indepen-dent of t. By substituting (1.17) into (1.16) we getei!tKx� !2ei!tMx = 0:Sine ei!t is nonzero we get the generalized eigenvalue problem Kx = �Mx where� = !2. We now make a formal de�nition of the generalized eigenvalue problemsimilar to De�nition 1.3.1.De�nition 1.4.1 Let A;B 2 C n�n , x 2 C n be nonzero and � be a omplexsalar. The pair (�; x) is alled an eigenpair of (A;B) ifAx = �Bx:The vetor x is an eigenvetor and the salar � is an eigenvalue of thematrix pair (A;B).This de�nition only onsiders �nite eigenvalues. The matrix pair (A;B) anhave in�nite eigenvalues when B is singular. This ase is disussed in Se-tion 1.4.1.As in the standard eigenvalue problem we an see that if (�; x) is an eigenpairof (A;B) then so is (�; x) where  is any nonzero onstant. Therefore we referto x as a normalized eigenvetor when kxk2 = 1. The eigenpair desribed inDe�nition 1.4.1 is sometimes alled a right eigenpair as the vetor x is multiplied



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 32on the right hand side. A left eigenpair (�; y) is similarly de�ned exept that thiseigenpair satis�es y�A = �y�B:If we onsider the solution in (1.17) we see that x must be an eigenvetor of(K;M) and !2 must be the orresponding eigenvalue. Notie that if xei!t is asolution of (1.16) then so is xe�i!t. For every eigenpair of (K;M) a solution of theform (1.17) exists as well as any linear ombination of these solutions. Thereforex(t) = (1ei!1t + d1e�i!1t)x1 + (2ei!2t + d2e�i!2t)x2= (3 os!1t+ d3 sin!2t)x1 + (4 os!2t+ d4 sin!2t)x2is a solution of (1.16) where i; di for i = 1; : : : ; 4 are onstants dependent on theinitial onditions.By taking m = m1 = m2 and k = k1 = k2 and solving the generalizedeigenvalue problem we an show that!21 = km(0:3820); !22 = km(2:6180)and the orresponding eigenvetors arex1 = " 0:52570:8507# ; x2 = "�0:85070:5257 # :Figure 1.2 shows the vibration of the building at its two natural frequenies.Example of fored vibrationFored vibration ours when a struture osillates upon appliation of externalfores. When the external fores are osillatory in nature then the struturevibrates at this frequeny. Consider the system of two spring masses shown inFigure 1.3 where the two masses are represented by m1 and m2 and eah springonstant is k. The displaement of the masses is represented by y1 and y2. Thesystem is exited by the external harmoni fore F1 sin!t. The equations ofmotion for this system are
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Figure 1.2: Diagrams showing the free vibration of a model building at its twonatural frequenies.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 34M �y +Ky = "F10 # sin!t (1.18)and the mass and sti�ness matrix are given byM = "m1 00 m2 # ; K = " 2k �k�k 2k # :We onsider solutions of the formy(t) = x sin!t (1.19)where x is a nonzero vetor whih does not depend on t. By substituting (1.19)into (1.18) we get (K � !2M)x = "F10 #whose solution x = (x1; x2)T an be given byx1 = (2k �m2!2)F1det(K � !2M) ; x2 = kF1det(K � !2M) : (1.20)The amplitude of the solutions in (1.20) an beome arbitrarily large whendet(K � !2M) is lose to zero. We an show thatdet(K � !2M) = m1m2(!21 � !2)(!22 � !2) (1.21)where !21 and !22 are the eigenvalues of (K;M) and the natural frequenies of thesystem. We an see from (1.21) that the determinant will be lose to zero whenthe frequeny of the fored harmoni fore is lose to one of the natural frequeniesof the system. This an ause dangerously large osillations. This phenomenonis known as resonane and is of great onern to engineers. The ollapse of theTaoma bridge in the state of Washington USA and the Broughton suspensionbridge in Manhester in 1831 have been attributed to this phenomenon. In thease of the Taoma bridge the external fore was thought to be the wind althoughthis view has been hallenged reently [9℄. In the ase of the Broughton suspensionbridge the external fore was thought to be aused by soldiers marhing in adene



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 35over the bridge. Reports about this bridge are hazy at best. Various soures onthe internet report that it was the 60th Rie Corps marhing over the bridge,while another says it was the 6th Rie Corps. Another soure says that thebridge probably overloaded. Urban myth or not, this aount gave rise to theorder \Break step" when marhing men aross bridges to stop this phenomenonfrom happening.The two examples shown ignore the presene of damping in a dynamial sys-tem, whih is the energy dissipation aused by frition and any other resistanes.If these values were onsidered a �rst derivative term C _y would be inludedin (1.16) and (1.18). Inlusion of this term would lead to a quadrati eigenvalueproblem. A good soure for information on this problem, whih isn't disussedin this thesis, is Lanaster [37℄. When these damping values are small they havevery little e�et on the natural frequenies of the system and are not inluded intheir estimation. The damping e�ets beome important when they limit the am-plitude of the vibrations when resonane ours. They also redue the amplitudeof vibrations with time.1.4.1 Properties of the Generalized Eigenvalue ProblemFor the generalized eigenvalue problem(A� �B)x = 0it is immediate that� x is a null vetor of the matrix (A� �B).� � is an eigenvalue of (A;B) if and only ifdet(A� �B) = 0: (1.22)



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 36Unlike for the standard eigenvalue problem the harateristi equation de�nedin (1.22) is not neessarily a polynomial with degree n. When B is singular withrank r, then det(A� �B) is a polynomial with maximum degree r.When B is nonsingular (1.14) is equivalent to the following standard eigen-value problems:� B�1Ax = �x.� AB�1y = �y where y = Bx.Notie that AB�1 and B�1A are similar matries as AB�1 = B(B�1A)B�1and therefore they have the same eigenvalues and harateristi equations. Al-though onverting the problem into a standard eigenvalue problem of the formB�1Ax = �x or AB�1y = �y is a possibility, there are reasons for not doing thisin pratie. Firstly if B is ill onditioned then the eigenvalues of the omputedAB�1 (or B�1A) an be very far from the eigenvalues of (A;B). Also in ertainappliations A and B an be Hermitian or sparse and it is desirable to preservethese properties. Typially AB�1 (or B�1A) is neither Hermitian or sparse.When B is singular we get some di�erenes from the standard eigenvalueproblem. Consider the matriesA = " 1 00 1# ; B = " 0 00 1# :Notie that B is singular with rank 1. The harateristi polynomial for thematrix pair (A;B) is � � 1 = 0. It seems that (A;B) has only one eigenvalue�1 = 1 but the matrix pair (A;B) has a seond eigenvalue �2 =1. We an seethis by rewriting the generalized eigenvalue form in (�; �) form:�Ax = �Bx; � = �=�:This form allows us to think of the generalized eigenvalue as a pair (�; �). This hasadvantages over using � as we an interpret in�nite eigenvalues as (�; �) = (; 0)



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 37where  is a nonzero onstant. This ase is similar to the ase when we havezero eigenvalues of the pair (A;B). This an be represented by (�; �) = (0; ).Therefore in�nite eigenvalues an be seen as zero eigenvalues of the matrix pair(B;A). If we onsider det(�A� �B) = �(� � �) = 0 we an see that the rootsare � = 0 and � = � whih gives us the eigenvalues 1 and 1.Using this onvention it an be seen that most generalized eigenvalue problemshave n eigenvalues. However there exist examples where (A;B) an have anin�nite number of eigenvalues. ConsiderA = " 0 00 1# ; B = " 0 00 1# :Notie that A and B are both singular and that they share the same null vetor,that is Ae1 = Be1 = 0. Therefore for any �, then Ae1 = �Be1 and every� 2 C is an eigenvalue of (A;B). Also notie that the harateristi polynomialdet(A � �B) is identially zero for all �. We now make a formal de�nition todistinguish these two types of problem.De�nition 1.4.2 A matrix pair (A;B) is said to be singular if det(A � �B)is identially zero for all �. If it is not identially zero then the matrix pair issaid to be regular.There are ertain kinds of matrix pairs where the eigenpairs are easy to obtain.� Let (A;B) be a regular pair where both A and B are diagonal. Then it iseasy to see that (aii=bii; ei) for i = 1:n are the eigenpairs of (A;B).� Let (A;B) be a regular pair where both A and B are blok triangular andthey are partitioned in the formA = 2666664A11 A12 � � � A1mA22 A2m. . . ...Amm
3777775 ; B = 2666664B11 B12 � � � B1mB22 B2m. . . ...Bmm

3777775 ;



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 38where Aii and Bii are both square matries of the same dimensions. Then�(A;B) = m[i=1�(Aii; Bii):This is due to the fat thatdet(A� �B) = mYi=1 det(Aii � �Bii);whih is zero if and only if det(Aii � �Bii) = 0 for some i. If A and B aretriangular where A (and B similarly) is partitioned in the form
A = 26664 k�1 1 n�kk�1 A11 a1k A1;k+11 akk aTk;k+1n�k Ak+1;k+1

37775then (�; x) = �akk=bkk; [xT1 ; x2; 0℄T�where x1 = (�B11 � A11)�1a1k; x2 = 1if �B11 � A11 is nonsingular. If �B11 � A11 is singular then x1 is a nullvetor of this matrix and x2 = 0.1.4.2 Equivalene TransformationsWe saw for the standard eigenvalue problem that we ould use similarity trans-formations to transform the problem to one whih is easier to solve. These trans-formations preserved the eigenvalues and hanged the eigenvetors in a simpleway. The transformations used for the generalized eigenvalue problem are alledequivalene transformations.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 39Theorem 1.4.3 Let (A;B) be a matrix pair and let U; V 2 C n�n be nonsingular.Then the matrix pairs (A;B) and (U�AV; U�BV ) are said to be equivalent.This means that if (�; x) is an eigenpair of (A;B) then (�; V �1x) is an eigenpairof (U�AV; U�BV ). The transformation of eA = U�AV and eB = U�BV is knownas an equivalene transformation.Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.3.2As with similarity transformations we would like to use unitary transforma-tions. We an generalize Theorem 1.3.4 to show we an use unitary equivalenetransformations to form a triangular matrix pair with the same eigenvalues as(A;B).Theorem 1.4.4 (Generalized Shur Form) If (A;B) is a regular pair, thenthere exist unitary matries U; V 2 C n�n suh thatU�AV = T; U�BV = S (1.23)are triangular matries.Proof. The proof is by indution on n. For the base ase n = 1 the resultis trivial. For A;B 2 C k�k let y1 be a normalized eigenvetor of (A;B) and letY2 2 C k�(k�1) denote a matrix suh that V1 = [y1 Y2℄ is unitary. As (A;B) isregular then at least one of Ay1 and By1 is nonzero. If Ay1 is nonzero then letx1 = Ay1=kAy1k2 and let X2 2 C k�(k�1) denote a matrix suh that U1 = [x1 X2℄is unitary. Then U�1AV1 = " x�1X�2 #A [ y1 Y2 ℄= " x�1Ay1 x�1AY2X�2Ay1 X�2AY2 # :Sine U1 is unitary then X�2Ay1 = 0 by onstrution and thereforeU�1AV1 = "�11 x�1AY20 X�2AY2 # :



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 40Similarly we have U�1BV1 = " x�1By1 x�1BY2X�2By1 X�2BY2 # :As y1 is an eigenvetor then By1 is either proportional to Ay1 or is the zero vetor.Therefore we have U�1BV1 = " �11 x�1BY20 X�2BY2 # :Using our indutive hypothesis there exist unitary matries eU2; eV2 2 C (k�1)�(k�1)suh that both eU�2X�2AY2eV2 and eU�2X�2BY2eV2 are triangular. If we de�ne U2 =diag(1; eU2) and V2 = diag(1; eV2) then we haveU�2U�1AV1V2 = "�11 x�1AY2eV20 eU2X�2AY2eV2 # ;U�2U�1BV1V2 = " �11 x�1BY2eV20 eU2X�2BY2eV2 # ;whih are both upper triangular.1.4.3 The Hermitian Positive De�nite Generalized Eigen-value ProblemA natural generalization of the Hermitian eigenvalue problem would be to haveHermitian A and B. Unfortunately this is not enough to guarantee the nie prop-erties that our with the Hermitian eigenvalue problem suh as real eigenvaluesand linearly independent eigenvetors. For example if we takeA = " 1 00 �1# ; B = " 0 11 0# ;then the eigenvalue of (A;B) are � = �i. If we also onsider the fat that anymatrix an be written as C = B�1A or AB�1 where both A and B are Hermitianthen pathologial examples an be generated where, for example, C is defetive.An additional ondition is required to ensure nie properties. A ommon form



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 41of the generalized eigenvalue problem, whih ours in many appliations, is theHermitian positive de�nite generalized problem. This is when both A and B areHermitian and at least one of the matries, B say, is positive de�nite.When reduing the pair (A;B) to a more desirable form we would like topreserve the Hermitian nature of the problem, but in general equivalent matriesUAV and UBV are not Hermitian. Instead we use a speial kind of equivalenetransformations alled ongruene transformations. For nonsingular X wehave eA = X�AX; eB = X�BXwhere eA and eB are Hermitian. Using these transformations we an obtain ananalogue of Theorem 1.3.5.Theorem 1.4.5 Let (A;B) be a Hermitian matrix pair where B is positive def-inite. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix X suh thatX�AX = � = diag(�1; : : : ; �n);X�BX = In:The eigenvalues of (A;B) are the real values �1; : : : ; �n and the orrespondingeigenvetors are the olumns of the matrix X.Proof. As B is positive de�nite it has a Hermitian positive de�nite squareroot B1=2. If we apply the ongruene transformationA1 = B�1=2AB�1=2; B1 = B�1=2BB�1=2 = Inthe problem will have been redued to a Hermitian eigenvalue problem, A1y = �ywhere y = B1=2x. If we apply Theorem 1.3.5 then we an see that there exists anunitary matrix Q that diagonalizes A1. This gives usA2 = Q�A1Q = �; B2 = Q�InQ = In;



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 42where � is a diagonal matrix whose elements are real. By setting X = B�1=2Qwe see that X�AX is diagonal and X�BX = In. Using Theorem 1.4.3 we seethat the eigenvalues of (A;B) are the diagonal elements of �. As the eigenvaluesof (�; In) are the olumns of the identity matrix ei, then the eigenvalues of (A;B)are the olumns of the matrix X.The proof of Theorem 1.4.5 illustrates a way in whih the Hermitian positivede�nite generalized eigenvalue problem an be redued to a Hermitian eigenvalueproblem. As B is positive de�nite then it an be fatorized in the form B = SS�where S is nonsingular. The generalized eigenvalue problem is then equivalent tothe problem (S�1AS��)y = �y (1.24)where y = S�x. In the proof of Theorem 1.4.5, S was the Hermitian positivede�nite square root B1=2 but other, possibly less expensive fators an be formed.Peters and Wilkinson [48℄ note that probably the �rst proedure of this kind, usedby G. H. Golub on the Illia at the University of Illinois, was based on �ndingthe spetral deomposition of B using Jaobi's method (see Setion 2.1). As Bis positive de�nite it has positive eigenvalues. ThereforeB = Q diag(�i)Q� = (QD)(QD)�; whereD = diag(�1=2i )and hene we may take S = QD. The resulting Hermitian eigenvalue problemwas also solved using Jaobi's method.However, there are more eonomial ways of forming the fatorization of B.The most popular is to form the Cholesky fatorization, where S is a lower tri-angular matrix. This forms the basis of the Cholesky method whih is desribedin Setion 3.2.Although the ondition thatB is positive de�nite ours frequently in pratie,we an extend Theorem 1.4.5 to inlude de�nite pairs.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 43De�nition 1.4.6 The Hermitian pair (A;B) is a definite pair if(A;B) = minx2Cnkxk2=1 jx�(A+ iB)xj = minx2Cnkxk2=1p(x�Ax)2 + (x�Bx)2 > 0:The quantity  is known as the Crawford number.De�nite pairs an be transformed into a pair where B is positive de�nite usingthe following theorem.Theorem 1.4.7 Let (A;B) be a Hermitian de�nite pair and for � 2 R letA� = A os � +B sin �;B� = �A sin � + B os �:Then there exists a � 2 [0; 2�) suh that B� is positive de�nite and(A;B) = �min(B�):Proof. See Stewart and Sun [55℄.The eigenvalues of (A;B) and (A�; B�), represented by (�; �) and (��; ��) arerelated by " ��# = " os � sin �� sin � os � #" ���� # :The eigenvetors of (A;B) and (A�; B�) are the same. If follows that de�nitepairs have real eigenvalues and are simultaneously diagonalizable.



Chapter 2
Numerial Methods for theSymmetri Eigenvalue Problem
We disuss two popular methods for solving the symmetri eigenvalue problem,Jaobi's method and the symmetri QR algorithm.2.1 Jaobi's MethodThis is one of the oldest numerial methods for the eigenvalue problem, datingbak to a paper by Jaobi [36℄ in 1846. Given a symmetri matrix A = A0, Ja-obi's method produes a sequene of orthogonally similar matries A0; A1; A2; : : :using the iteration Ai+1 = JTi AiJi where Ji is orthogonal and is known as a Jaobirotation. Providing the Jaobi rotations are hosen orretly Ai will onverge toa diagonal matrix as i ! 1. Eah Jaobi rotation is designed suh that for anindex pair (p; q) where 1 � p < q � n, Ai+1 = JTi AiJi has zeros in the (p; q) and

44



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 45(q; p) positions. The Jaobi rotation has the form
Ji = J (p; q; �) = 2666666664

Ip�1  �sIq�p�1s  In�q
3777777775 ; (2.1)

where  = os � and s = sin �. To determine � we only have to onsider theelements in the (p; q)-plane where the 2� 2 restrition matrix is given by" ~app ~apq~apq ~aqq # = "  �ss  #T " app apqapq aqq #"  �ss  # : (2.2)Multiplying out the right hand side of (2.2) and setting the o�-diagonal elementsof the left hand side to zero we have" ~app 00 ~aqq # = " app2 � 2sapq + aqqs2 (2 � s2)apq + (app � aqq)s(2 � s2)apq + (app � aqq)s apps2 + 2sapq + aqq2 # :This new matrix will be diagonal if(2 � s2)apq + (app � aqq)s = 0 (2.3)or � : = aqq � app2apq = 2 � s22s : (2.4)Substituting (2.4) into (2.3) we obtain a quadrati equation in t = tan �t2 + 2�t� 1 = 0;whose solutions are t = �� �p1 + � 2:The smaller root in magnitude is hosen,t = �� + sign(�)p1 + � 2 = sign(�)(j� j +p1 + � 2) ; (2.5)



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 46where sign(x) is de�ned bysign(x) = 8<: 1 if x � 0;�1 if x < 0:Then  = 1p1 + t2 ; s = t: (2.6)Choosing t to be the smaller of the two roots makes j�j � �=4 and therefore  ispositive. There is another solution, �=2+�, but the smaller angle ensures onver-gene of the Algorithms 2.1.1 and 2.1.3. After further trigonometri manipulationwe �nd that " ~app 00 ~aqq # = " app � apqt 00 aqq + apqt# : (2.7)When overwriting A with J(p; q; �)TAJ(p; q; �) it is notieable that only the rowsand olumns, p and q hange, with ~apq and ~aqp beoming zero. We now examinehow this helps redue the Frobenius norm of the o�-diagonal elements,off (A) =vuut nXp=1Xq 6=p a2pq =vuutkAk2F � nXi=1 a2ii: (2.8)If eA = J(p; q; �)TAJ(p; q; �), thenoff( eA)2 = kJTAJk2F � nXi=1 ~a2ii = kAk2F � nXi=1 ~a2ii;sine J(p; q; �) is orthogonal. Thenoff( eA)2 = off (A)2 + nXi=1 a2ii � nXi=1 ~a2ii= off (A)2 + (a2pp + a2qq � ~a2pp � ~a2qq);as only rows and olumns p; q are hanged. By taking the Frobenius norm in(2.2) we obtain a2pp + a2qq + 2a2pq = ~a2pp + ~a2qq:



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 47Therefore, off( eA)2 = off (A)2 � 2a2pq ; (2.9)showing that A is brought loser to diagonal form with eah Jaobi iteration.Algorithm 2.1.1 (Basi Jaobi Algorithm) Given a symmetri matrix A anda suitable strategy to hoose the index pair (p; q) at eah iteration, this algorithmomputes the spetral deomposition A = Q�QT .Q = InrepeatChoose index pair (p; q)if japqj is not too small� = (aqq � app)=(2apq)t = sign(�)=(j� j+p1 + � 2) = 1=p1 + t2, s = tA([p q℄; : ) = � s �s �TA([p q℄; : )A(: ; [p q℄) = A(: ; [p q℄)� s �s �Q(: ; [p q℄) = Q(: ; [p q℄)� s �s �end ifuntil A is suÆiently diagonal� = AWe still need a suitable strategy for hoosing (p; q). In view of (2.9) it may bea good idea to hoose (p; q) suh that a2pq is maximal so that the redution ofoff(A) is maximized for eah iteration. This is the basis of the lassial Jaobimethod.Lemma 2.1.2 After one iteration of the lassial Jaobi method we haveoff(A1) �r1� 1N off(A0);



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 48where N = n(n� 1)=2 is half the number of o�-diagonal elements of A. After kiterations we have off(Ak) � �1� 1N�k=2 off(A0):Proof. Sine apq is the largest o�-diagonal entry we have off(A0)2 � N(a2pq+a2qp) and therefore 2a2pq � 1N off(A0)2:Substituting this into (2.9) we get the result.This suggests that the lassial Jaobi method onverges linearly. However, theasymptoti onvergene rate has been shown to be quadrati [50℄. This meansthat for large enough k off(Ak+N) = O(off(Ak)2):In pratie the lassial Jaobi method is not used. This is due to the fat thateah Jaobi update, omputing Ai+1 = JTi AiJi, involves O(n) ops whereas thesearh for the optimal (p; q) involves O(n2). Therefore for large n the searhtime would dominate. Instead of this we �x the sequene of (p; q) beforehand. Areasonable sequene is to hoose (p; q) to zero out eah o�-diagonal element in arow-by-row fashion as follows(p; q) = (1; 2) : : : (1; n); (2; 3) : : : (2; n) : : : (n� 1; n): (2.10)This ordering sheme is known as yli-by-row and gives the following proedure.Algorithm 2.1.3 (Cyli Jaobi Algorithm) Given a symmetri matrix Athis algorithm omputes the spetral deomposition A = Q�QT . A sequene oforthogonally similar matries A0; A1; : : : is generated that zeros the o�-diagonalelements in a row wise fashion until Ak is diagonal.Q = In



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 49repeatfor p = 1:n� 1for q = i+ 1:nCompute Jaobi update, A = JTi AJi as in Algorithm 2.1.1end forend foruntil A is suÆiently diagonal� = AThe yli Jaobi method is also asymptotially quadratially onvergent [62℄.However it is onsiderably faster than the lassial Jaobi method as it does notrequire a searh of the o�-diagonal elements at eah step.2.1.1 Error AnalysisThe Jaobi methods are bakward stable algorithms. This means that the om-puted diagonal matrix Ak = diag(b�i) satis�esQT (A+ E)Q = diag(b�i)where Q is some orthogonal matrix andkEk2 � nukAk2where u is the unit roundo� and n is a slow growing polynomial in n. This iseasy to show and is a onsequene of using only orthogonal transformations (it isalso a spei� ase of the analysis of Setion 3.3 where we take L = D = In). Toexamine the forward error we onsider the following lemma [26, Corollary 8.1.6℄,[55, pp 203℄.Lemma 2.1.4 If A;A + E 2 Rn�n are symmetri matries, thenj�k(A+ E)� �k(A)j � kEk2



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 50for k = 1; : : : ; n.Using this lemma we an show thatjb�i � �ij � nukAk2 � numaxi j�ij: (2.11)The large eigenvalues of A (those b�j that are lose to kAk2 in magnitude) willtherefore be omputed to high relative auray while the small eigenvalues mayhave very few orret digits. When A is positive de�nite, a more re�ned ompo-nentwise error analysis by Demmel and Veseli� [10℄ shows thatjb�i � �ijj�ij � nu�2(D�1AD�1) (2.12)where D = diag(pa11; : : : ;pann). This an be a muh smaller bound than thatin (2.11) if the elements of D vary widely in magnitude. If we writeA = DHD; D = diag(A)1=2; (2.13)so that H has unit diagonal, a result of van der Sluis [60℄ states that�2(H) � n minF diagonal �2(FAF ): (2.14)Thus H omes within a fator n of minimizing the 2-norm ondition numberover all two-sided diagonal salings of A. The bound (2.12) is valid provided weterminate the algorithm when all o�-diagonal elements of Ak satisfyjaijj � upaiiajj:These high auray properties mean that Jaobi's method is interesting. Thismethod has a larger operation ount than other methods. Eah sweep takes ap-proximately 3n3 ops (6n3 ops if eigenvetors are required) and Jaobi's methodoften takes 5-10 sweeps to onverge. However, ops are only a guide to the speedof an algorithm and Jaobi's method is partiularly suitable for omputationin a parallel environment whih would inrease the eÆieny of the algorithmonsiderably.



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 512.2 The Symmetri QR AlgorithmThe symmetri QR algorithm is a two part proedure. The �rst part involves�nding an orthogonal Q suh that QTAQ = T is tridiagonal. The next stageis to perform a series of tridiagonal QR iterations on the matrix T until it hasbeen redued to diagonal form. This seond part requires only O(n2) ops. Theredution of a matrix to tridiagonal form osts 43n3 ops (83n3 ops if eigenvetorsare required) so this part of the proedure will dominate the operation ountwhen n is large. This algorithm is used in MATLAB's eig ommand [42℄, whenthe input argument A is symmetri, and in the LAPACK routines xSYEV for densematries and xSTEV for tridiagonal matries [1℄.2.2.1 Redution to Tridiagonal FormThe redution to tridiagonal form is done with a series of Householder matries.A Householder matrix has the formH = In � �vvT ; � = 2=(vTv) (2.15)where the nonzero vetor v 2 Rn is known as the Householder vetor. It is nothard to see that H is both symmetri and orthogonal. If x; y 2 Rn are distintvetors suh that kxk2 = kyk2 then there exists a unique Householder matrix H,where the Householder vetor is v = x� y, suh that Hx = y.We partition A in the form A = "�11 aTa A22 #and then determine a Householder matrix suh that Ha = e1 where e1 is the�rst olumn of the identity matrix. By takingv = a� kak2e1 (2.16)



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 52we an see that � = 2=(vTv) = 1= �kak22 � a1kak2� ;vvTa = (a� kak2e1)(a� kak2e1)Ta= �kak22 � a1kak2� (a� kak2e1)where a1 is the �rst element in the vetor a. Using this we getHa = �I � �vvT � a = �kak2e1:For the hoie of sign in (2.16) we notie that hoosing a minus means that Ha isa positive multiple of e1. However, this ould leads to dangerous anellation, ifwe used the formula in (2.16), when a is lose to a positive multiple of e1. Insteadwe an alulate the �rst element of the vetor v usingv1 = a1 � kak2 = a21 � kak22a1 + kak2 = �(a22 + � � �+ a2n)a1 + kak2 :This formula, suggested by Parlett [46℄, does not su�er from any anellationproblems when a1 > 0. Overall we havediag(1; H)A diag(1; H) = " �11 kak2eT1kak2e1 HA22H # : (2.17)For the omputation of HA22H we an take advantage of symmetry. Using theformula for a Householder matrix we haveHA22H = (I � �vvT )A22(I � �vvT ):If we take p = �A22v and then w = p� �pTv2 vwe get HA22H = A22 � vwT � wvT :



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 53After one Householder transformation the matrix in (2.17) has the form
diag(1; H)A diag(1; H) = 266666666664

�11 + 0 0 0+ + � � �0 � + + +0 � + + +0 � + + +
377777777775 :The redution ontinues by reursively reduing HA22H to tridiagonal form,whih involves �nding Householder matries suh that H(�; � � � ;�)T = e1:266666666664

+ + 0 0 0+ + � � �0 � + + +0 � + + +0 � + + +
377777777775 H2AH2�! 266666666664

+ + 0 0 0+ + + 0 00 + + � �0 0 � + +0 0 � + +
377777777775

H3AH3�! 266666666664
+ + 0 0 0+ + + 0 00 + + + 00 0 + + +0 0 0 + +

377777777775 :Algorithm 2.2.1 (Tridiagonal Redution using Householder Matries)Given a symmetri matrix A this algorithm omputes T = QTAQ where T istridiagonal and Q = H1 : : : Hn�2 is the produt of n� 2 Householder matries.Q = Infor k = i:n� 2Calulate the Householder vetor� = A(k + 2:n; k)TA(k + 2:n; k)v = A(k + 1:n; k); v(1) = 1



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 54if � = 0� = 0else � =qa2k+1;k + �if ak+1;k � 0v(1) = ak+1;k � �else v(1) = ��=(ak+1;k + �)end if� = 2v(1)2=(� + v(1)2)v = v=v(1)end ifCalulate the update A = diag(Ik; H)A diag(Ik; H)p = �A(k + 1:n; k + 1:n)vw = p� �pT v2 vak+1;k = kA(k + 1:n; k)k2 ; ak;k+1 = ak+1;kA(k + 2:n; k) = 0 ; A(k; k + 2:n) = 0A(k + 1:n; k + 1:n) = A(k + 1:n; k + 1:n)� vwT � wvTQ = Q diag(Ik; H)end forT = AThis is the most popular method for tridiagonal redution. We an also redue Ato tridiagonal form using Givens rotations and this will allow for easier analysis(and possibly di�erent stability properties) in Setion 3.4. A Givens rotationshas the same form as a Jaobi rotation in (2.1) exept  = os � and s = sin � arehosen suh that "  s�s  #T " ab # = " r0# :



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 55The Givens tridiagonal redution works by omputing Givens rotations to zeroout elements in the following order:266666666664
+ + x1 x2 x3+ + + x4 x5x1 + + + x6x2 x4 + + +x3 x5 x6 + +

377777777775 :If the Givens rotations are hosen in the (i; j)-plane sequene(i; j) = (2; 3); (2; 4); : : : ; (2; n); (3; 4); : : : ; (3; n); : : : ; (n� 2; n)then none of the zeros introdued during the redution will be a�eted by subse-quent rotations.Algorithm 2.2.2 (Tridiagonal Redution using Givens Rotations) Givena symmetri matrix A this algorithm omputes T = QTAQ where T is tridiagonaland Q is the produt of Givens rotations.Q = Infor i = 1:n� 2for j = i + 2:nCompute Givens rotation suh that � �s s�T �ai+1;iaji � = � r0�if aji = 0 = 1; s = 0else if jajij > jai+1;ij� = �ai+1;i=ajis = 1=p1 + � 2;  = s�else



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 56� = �aji=ai+1;i = 1=p1 + � 2; s = �endendA([i+ 1 j℄; : ) = � �s s�TA([i + 1 j℄; : )A(: ; [i+ 1 j℄) = A(: ; [i+ 1 j℄)� �s s�Q(: ; [i+ 1 j℄) = Q(: ; [i+ 1 j℄)� �s s�endendT = A2.2.2 Tridiagonal QR IterationThe tridiagonal QR iteration omputes a sequene T0; T1; : : : of orthogonally sim-ilar tridiagonal matries starting with T = T0 suh that Ti onverges to diagonalform. We an assume T is unredued, that is T has no zero subdiagonal elements,as otherwise we ould split the eigenvalue problem into two smaller unreduedones. If for some k we have tk;k+1 = tk+1;k = 0 then
T � �I = 24 k n�kk T11 � �I 0n�k 0 T22 � �I 35:The basi form of the iteration is to ompute the QR fatorization of the matrixTk � �I where � is a shift. ThenTk+1 = RQ + �I = QTTkQ:This is alled a shifted QR step. The updated matrix Tk+1 will be tridiagonal asQ will be upper Hessenberg and R will be upper triangular. This means RQ+�I



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 57will be upper Hessenberg and as it is also symmetri, it will be lower Hessenbergand therefore tridiagonal.The purpose of shifts is to help T to onverge to diagonal form. A perfetshift would be to hoose � 2 �(T ). Then the matrix T � �I will have rank lessthan n and the QR fatorization of T ��I will have an upper triangular R wherernn = 0. Therefore RQ will have the form266666666664
+ + 0 0 0+ + + 0 00 + + + 00 0 + + 00 0 0 0 0

377777777775and the last olumn of Tk+1 = RQ+�I will equal �en. We would then be able toredue the problem to an (n� 1)� (n� 1) problem and then iterate reursivelyuntil T is diagonal. If we use a good approximate eigenvalue for � then we suspetthe (n; n� 1) element of T will be small. We denote the kth iterate
Tk = 266666664 a1 b1b1 . . . . . .. . . . . . bn�1bn�1 an

377777775 : (2.18)
The simplest hoie of shift is � = an. This is known as the single shift QRiteration. It is ubially onvergent for almost all matries but examples existwhere this iteration does not onverge. To get global onvergene we use theeigenvalue of " an�1 bn�1bn�1 an #whih is losest to an. This is known as the Wilkinson shift and is given by� = an + d� sign(d)qd2 + b2n�1 (2.19)



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 58where d = (an�1 � an)=2. Using this shift the iteration is globally, and at leastlinearly, onvergent. It is asymptotially ubially onvergent for almost all ma-tries.Instead of applying the shifted QR step expliitly by omputingQkRk = Tk � �I;Tk+1 = RkQk + �I; (2.20)we an form Tk+1 without forming Tk � �I. This has advantages when the shiftis a lot larger than some of the diagonal elements of Tk. We use the followingtheorem [26℄.Theorem 2.2.3 (Impliit Q Theorem) Let Q = [q1; : : : ; qn℄ and V = [v1; : : : ; vn℄be two orthogonal matries suh that both QTAQ = S and V TAV = T are upperHessenberg where A 2 Rn�n . Let k denote the smallest index for whih sk+1;k = 0,with the onvention that k = n if S is unredued. If q1 = v1 thenvi = �qi; jti;i�1j = jsi;i�1jfor i = 2: k. Also if k < n then tk+1;k = 0.Proof. If we de�ne the orthogonal matrix W = V TQ = [w1; : : : ; wn℄, we ansee that TW = WSand that the (i� 1)th olumn of eah side of this equation an be givenTwi�1 = iXj=1 sj;i�1wj:Rearranging this we get si;i�1wi = Twi�1 � i�1Xj=1 sj;i�1wj: (2.21)



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 59Sine q1 = v1 then w1 = e1 it follows from (2.21) and the fat that T is upperHessenberg that [w1; : : : ; wk℄ is upper triangular. As W is also orthogonal[w1; : : : ; wk℄ = diag(�1; : : : ;�1)and therefore qi = �vi for i = 2: k. Using this we getjsi;i�1j = jqTi Aqi�1j = jvTi Avi�1j = jti;i�1j:If k < n tk+1;k = eTk+1Tek = eTk+1TWek= eTk+1WSek = eTk+1 kXi=1 sikWei= kXi=1 sikeTk+1ei = 0:When A is symmetri QTAQ and V TAV are tridiagonal matries. The basi ideaof the theorem is that to ompute the step (2.20) all we have to do is to omputean orthogonal matrix G1 suh that its �rst olumn is equal to that of Qk. Wethen ompute a seond orthogonal matrix eG suh that eGGT1AG1 eG is tridiagonaland G1 eG has the same �rst olumn as Qk .The proedure starts by omputing a Givens rotation, G1 = G(1; 2; �) where and s satisfy "  s�s  #T " a1 � �b1 # = " r0# :If we apply this transformation to T we have
T  GT1 TG1 =

266666666664
+ + � 0 0+ + + 0 0� + + + 00 0 + + +0 0 0 + +

377777777775 :



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 60We an now hase the unwanted nonzero element � out of the matrix GT1 TG1by omputing Givens rotations to zero it out. We ompute Gi = G(i; i+ 1; �) tozero out � but eah time we do this another unwanted nonzero element appearsin the (i; i + 2) position. We ontinue until this element falls o� the end of thematrix:
G1�! 266666666664

+ + � 0 0+ + + 0 0� + + + 00 0 + + +0 0 0 + +
377777777775 G2�! 266666666664

+ + 0 0 0+ + + � 00 + + + 00 � + + +0 0 0 + +
377777777775

G3�! 266666666664
+ + 0 0 0+ + + 0 00 + + + �0 0 + + +0 0 � + +

377777777775 G4�! 266666666664
+ + 0 0 0+ + + 0 00 + + + 00 0 + + +0 0 0 + +

377777777775 :If we aumulate the Givens rotation eQ = G1 � � �Gn�1, then we have the updatedtridiagonal matrix eTk+1 = eQTTk eQ. By invoking the Theorem 2.2.3 we an showthat eQ and eTk+1 are equivalent to Q and Tk+1 in (2.20) up to signs. The �rstolumn of eQ is eq1 = G1 : : : Gn�1e1 = G1e1 as the �rst olumns of G2; : : : ; Gn�1are e1. As G1 is omputed to zero the �rst subdiagonal element of Tk � sI wehave eq1 = q1 and therefore by Theorem 2.2.3 Tk+1 and eTk+1 are the same up tosigns.Algorithm 2.2.4 (Impliit QR Step with Wilkinson Shift) Given an unre-dued tridiagonal T this algorithm omputes the updated matrix QTTQ whereQ = G1 : : : Gn�1 is the produt of Givens rotations suh that QT (T ��I) is uppertriangular. The salar � is alled the Wilkinson shift and is the eigenvalue of T 'slower 2� 2 prinipal submatrix that is losest to an.



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 61Q = Ind = (tn�1;n�1 � tnn)=2� = tnn � t2n;n�1d+sign(d)pd2+t2n;n�1x = t11 � � ; y = t21for k = 1:n� 1Find Givens rotation Gk suh that"  s�s  #T " xy # = " r0# .T ([k k + 1℄; : ) = � �s s�TT ([k k + 1℄; : )T (: ; [k k + 1℄) = T (: ; [k k + 1℄)� �s s�Q(: ; [k k + 1℄) = Q(: ; [k k + 1℄)� �s s�if k < n� 1x = tk+1;k ; z = tk+2;kend ifend forUsing this algorithm we an desribe the full symmetri tridiagonal QR iteration.Before applying the QR step we need to monitor the subdiagonal of T in orderto bring about deoupling whenever possible.Algorithm 2.2.5 (Tridiagonal QR Iteration) Given a symmetri tridiago-nal matrix T this algorithm omputes the spetral deomposition T = Q�QT .It uses the impliit symmetri QR step with Wilkinson shift.Q = Inwhile T is not diagonalSet bi to zero if jbij � tol(jaij+ jai+1j)Partition T suh that
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T = 26664 p n�p�q qp T11 0 0n�p�q 0 T22 0q 0 0 T33

37775where T22 is unredued.Apply Algorithm 2.2.4 to T22.end while� = TBoth parts of the symmetri QR algorithm are bakward stable. Thereforethe omputed diagonal matrix Ak = diag(b�i) satis�esQT (A+ E)Q = diag(b�i)where Q is some orthogonal matrix andkEk2 � nukAk2:This means that the omputed eigenvalues satisfy (2.11) and therefore the largeeigenvalues of A will be omputed to high relative auray while the small eigen-values may have very few orret digits. For positive de�nite A we do not have aresult similar to (2.12) that we have for Jaobi's method.The reason why this method is so attrative is that when implemented eÆ-iently it is urrently the fastest algorithm for �nding all eigenvalues of tridiagonalmatries, taking O(n2) ops. However if eigenvetors are required the QR itera-tion takes approximately 6n3 ops, if we onsider that it takes on average 2 QRsteps per eigenvalue to onverge. This is only the fastest method for �nding alleigenvalues and eigenvetors for small matries, up to n = 25. For dense matriesthe overall op ount for �nding all eigenvalues and eigenvetors is 823n3 +O(n2)ops. For larger matries the symmetri QR algorithm an be outperformed



CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SEP 63by bisetion algorithms with inverse iteration and divide-and-onquer algorithms(see Demmel [12℄ for a performane omparison of these algorithms). The bise-tion algorithm with inverse iteration an fail to produe orthogonal eigenvetorswhen A has lose eigenvalues. When this happens, reorthogonalization tehniquessuh as Gram{Shmidt are needed to ompute numerially orthogonal eigenve-tors. These tehniques are expensive requiring O(n3) ops. However Parlett andDhillon [15℄ have proposed a new O(n2) ops algorithm, based on bisetion, foromputing all eigenvalues and eigenvetors of a tridiagonal matrix that does notrequire reorthogonalization tehniques. This algorithm should be part of the nextLAPACK release.



Chapter 3
Numerial Methods for theSymmetri De�nite GeneralizedEigenvalue Problem
3.1 The QZ AlgorithmThe QZ algorithm [44℄ is a generalization of the QR algorithm for nonsymmetrimatries. Like the QR algorithm [47℄ it is a two part proedure. The �rst partof the QZ algorithm omputes orthogonal matries Q1 and Z1 suh that Q1AZ1is upper Hessenberg and Q1BZ1 is upper triangular. This is a generalizationof the Householder redution of a nonsymmetri matrix to upper Hessenbergform, whih is the �rst part of the QR algorithm. The seond stage omputesorthogonal matries Q2 and Z2 suh that Q2Q1AZ1Z2 is quasi-triangular whileQ2Q1BZ1Z2 remains upper triangular. A generalization of the Franis impliitdouble shift QR algorithm [23℄ is used. Therefore the original problem has beenredued to 1� 1 and 2� 2 subproblems. All that remains to do is to solve thesesubproblems and then alulate the eigenvetors. This algorithm is the method64



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 65of hoie for solving the generalized eigenvalue problem when all eigenvalues arerequired and all we know about A and B are that they are dense. It is used inMATLAB's qz ommand [42℄ and in the LAPACK routine xHGEQZ [1℄.3.1.1 Redution to Hessenberg-Triangular FormWe start by omputing the QR fatorization of B. This is done by using a seriesof Householder matries to zero out the subdiagonal elements of B. Let B bedenoted by
B = 266666666664

� + + + +� + + + +� + + + +� + + + +� + + + +
377777777775 :We �nd the Householder matrix H1, similar to the proedure outlined in (2.15)and (2.16), suh that H1(�; : : : ;�)T = e1. Therefore

H1B = 266666666664
+ + + + +0 � + + +0 � + + +0 � + + +0 � + + +

377777777775 :If this proess is repeated using the vetor ontaining the numbers marked withthe � in H1B, the seond olumn an be made into upper triangular form. After(n � 1) steps B will be upper triangular. To preserve the eigenvalues of (A;B)we have to perform the same transformations to A. Denoting the produt of theHouseholder matries by Q = diag(In�2; Hn�1) : : :H1 we haveA! QA; B ! QB:



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 66The next step is to redue A to upper-Hessenberg form while preserving the uppertriangular form of B. This is done using a series of Givens rotations. We startby introduing a zero at the (n; 1) position of A. This is done by hoosing  ands suh that, "  s�s  #T " an�1;1an;1 # = " r0# :Using this rotation, Qn�1;n = Q(n� 1; n; �), we have
A QTn�1;nA = 266666666664

+ + + + ++ + + + ++ + + + ++ + + + +0 + + + +
377777777775 ; B  QTn�1;nB = 266666666664

+ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 + + +0 0 0 + +0 0 0 � +
377777777775 :An unwanted element has been introdued to B. By postmultiplying by anappropriate Givens rotation we an restore the triangular form of B withoutdisturbing the zero that has been introdued in A. We hoose the Givens rotationto satisfy "  s�s  #T " bn;n�1bnn # = " 0r # :Using this rotation, Zn�1;n = Z(n� 1; n; �), only the (n� 1)th and nth olumnsof A and B are a�eted and so we have

A AZn�1;n =
266666666664
+ + + + ++ + + + ++ + + + ++ + + + +0 + + + +

377777777775 ; B  BZn�1;n =
266666666664
+ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 + + +0 0 0 + +0 0 0 0 +

377777777775 :



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 67We ontinue this tehnique to introdue zeros into A in the following order:266666666664
+ + + + ++ + + + +x3 + + + +x2 x5 + + +x1 x4 x6 + +

377777777775 :Eah time an element of A is redued to zero an unwanted element appears in B.By postmultiplying by a suitable Givens rotation we an eliminate this elementwithout disturbing any of the zeros introdued into A. The whole algorithm forHessenberg-triangular redution is now given.Algorithm 3.1.1 (Hessenberg-Triangular Redution) Given A;B 2 Rn�nthis algorithm omputes an upper Hessenberg matrix QAZ and an upper triangu-lar matrix QBZ where Q and Z are orthogonal matries.Compute QR fatorization of Bfor i = 1:n� 1Choose Householder matrix Hi suh that HiB(i:n; i) = e1A = diag(Ii�1; Hi)AB = diag(Ii�1; Hi)Bend forRedue A to upper Hessenberg form while preserving triangular form of Afor i = 1:n� 2for j = n:�1: i+ 2Choose Givens rotation suh that"  s�s  #T " aj�1;iaji # = " r0# :A([j � 1 j℄; : ) = � �s s�TA([j � 1 j℄; : )B([j � 1 j℄; : ) = � �s s�TB([j � 1 j℄; : )



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 68Choose Givens rotation suh that"  s�s  #T " bj;j�1bjj # = " 0r # :A(: ; [j � 1 j℄) = A(: ; [j � 1 j℄)� �s s�B(: ; [j � 1 j℄) = B(: ; [j � 1 j℄)� �s s�end forend for3.1.2 Zero-ChasingIt an be assumed without loss of generality that A is an unredued upper-Hessenberg matrix as if for some k we have ak+1;k = 0 then the problem an besplit into two smaller unredued problems:
A� �B = 24 k n�kk A11 � �B11 A12 � �B12n�k 0 A22 � �B22 35:Also we an assume B is nonsingular as if for some k we have bkk = 0 we anemploy a zero-hasing tehnique and redue the problem to a smaller (n�1)�(n�1) problem that involves a nonsingular B. We illustrate this with the followingexample:

A = 266666666664
+ + + + ++ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 + + +0 0 0 + +

377777777775 ; B = 266666666664
+ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 0 + +0 0 0 + +0 0 0 0 +

377777777775 :We apply Givens rotations to hase the zero down the diagonal and maintain theupper Hessenberg shape of A. We start by zeroing the (k+1; k+1)th element of



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 69B and then postmultiply by a suitable Givens rotation to eliminate the unwantedelement introdued to A:
A QT34A = 266666666664

+ + + + ++ + + + +0 + + + +0 � + + +0 0 0 + +
377777777775 ; B  QT34B = 266666666664

+ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 0 + +0 0 0 0 +0 0 0 0 +
377777777775 :

A AZ23 =
266666666664
+ + + + ++ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 + + +0 0 0 + +

377777777775 ; B  BZ23 =
266666666664
+ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 0 + +0 0 0 0 +0 0 0 0 +

377777777775 :If we ontinue this proedure we have
A QT45A = 266666666664

+ + + + ++ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 + + +0 0 � + +
377777777775 ; B  QT45B = 266666666664

+ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 0 + +0 0 0 0 +0 0 0 0 0
377777777775 :

A AZ34 =
266666666664
+ + + + ++ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 + + +0 0 0 + +

377777777775 ; B  BZ34 =
266666666664
+ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 + + +0 0 0 0 +0 0 0 0 0

377777777775 :



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 70We then apply a �nal rotation to zero an;n�1:
A AZ45 =

266666666664
+ + + + ++ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 + + +0 0 0 0 +

377777777775 ; B  BZ45 =
266666666664
+ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 + + +0 0 0 + +0 0 0 0 0

377777777775 :From the diagramwe an see that we have isolated the in�nite eigenvalue of (A;B)and we are left with an unredued (n�1)�(n�1) problem where B(1:n�1; 1:n�1) is nonsingular.3.1.3 The QZ StepThe QZ step involves the formation of the equivalent matrix pair ( eA; eB) =(QTAZ;QTBZ) where Q and Z are orthogonal matries, eA and eB are upperHessenberg and upper triangular respetively and eA eB�1 is essentially the samematrix that would result if the Franis QR step is expliitly applied to C = AB�1.We an see that eA eB�1 = QTAB�1Qand therefore Q is essentially the orthogonal matrix that performs the QR stepand Z is only used to maintain the struture of A and B. The Franis doubleshift QR step involves applying two single shift QR steps in suession using theeigenvalues a and b of �C = " n�1;n�1 n�1;nn;n�1 nn #as the shifts. The reason for this is that if the eigenvalues are omplex then nnwould tend to be a poor approximate eigenvalue. If two QR steps are appliedusing a and b we have C � aI = U1R1;



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 71C1 = R1U1 + aI;C1 � bI = U2R2;C2 = R2U2 + bI:By manipulating these equations we getM := (C � aI)(C � bI) = (U1U2)(R2R1): (3.1)If we rewrite (3.1) M = C2 � (a + b)C + abI= C2 � trae( �C)C + det( �C)Iwe an see that M is a real matrix as trae( �C) and det( �C) are both real. Thismeans that (3.1) is the QR fatorization of a real matrix where Q = U1U2 isorthogonal. As the Franis double shift basially involves forming QTCQ we anwrite an expliit version of the Franis double shift QR step as:1. Expliitly form M = (C � aI)(C � bI).2. Compute the QR fatorization of M = QR.3. Compute C2 = QTCQ.The formation of M involves O(n3) ops. Fortunately we an implement thisdouble shift strategy impliitly by invoking Theorem 2.2.3 and redue the opount to O(n2).1. Compute m1, the �rst olumn of M .2. Determine a Householder matrix H0 suh that H0m1 = e1.3. Compute a sequene of Householder matries H1; : : : ; Hn�2 suh that ifeQ = H0 : : :Hn�2 then eQTC eQ is upper Hessenberg and eq1 = q1.



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 72The QZ step starts by omputing the �rst olumn ofM = (C�aI)(C�bI) whereC = AB�1 and a and b are the eigenvalues of C's lower 2� 2 submatrix. Theseeigenvalues are also the zeros of the 2� 2 problemdet( �A� � �B) = 0where �A = 24 an�1;n�1 an�1;nan;n�1 ann 35 ; �B = 24 bn�1;n�1 bn�1;n0 bnn 35 :As we only require the �rst olumn of M we don't have to form C in its entirety.We an take advantage of the struture of A and B to show that[ 1 2 ℄ = [ a1 a2 ℄" b11 b120 b22 #�1 (3.2)where (1; 2) and (a1; a2) denote the �rst two olumns of C and A respetively.Also as C is upper Hessenberg then the �rst olumn of M will have the formm1 = (x; y; z; 0; : : : ; 0)T wherex = (11 � a)(11 � b) + 1221;y = 21(11 � b) + 21(22 � a);z = 2132: (3.3)We then determine a Householder matrix H0 suh that H0m1 = e1. This matrixwill have the form H0 = 24 3 n�33 eH0n�3 In�3 35:Premultiplying by this matrix gives
A H0A = 266666666664

+ + + + ++ + + + +� + + + +0 0 + + +0 0 0 + +
377777777775 ; B  H0B = 266666666664

+ + + + +� + + + +�1 �1 +1 + +0 0 0 + +0 0 0 0 +
377777777775 :



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 73We now work to restore the Hessenberg-triangular form by hasing the unwantedelements down the diagonal. We start by omputing a Householder matrix Z1 =diag( eZ1; In�3) suh that (�1;�1;+1) eZ1 = eT3 :
A AZ1 =

266666666664
+ + + + ++ + + + +� + + + +� � + + +0 0 0 + +

377777777775 ; B  BZ1 =
266666666664

+ + + + +�2 +2 + + +0 0 + + +0 0 0 + +0 0 0 0 +
377777777775 :Another Householder matrix, Z2 = diag( eZ2; In�2) suh that (�2;+2) eZ2 = eT2 , isapplied to return B to triangular form:

A AZ2 =
266666666664

+ + + + ++1 + + + +�1 + + + +�1 � + + +0 0 0 + +
377777777775 ; B  BZ2 =

266666666664
+ + + + +0 + + + +0 0 + + +0 0 0 + +0 0 0 0 +

377777777775 :We then redue the �rst olumn of A to upper Hessenberg form using a House-holder matrix H1 = diag(1; eH1; In�4) suh that eH1(+1;�1;�1)T = e1. Premul-tiplying we get
A H1A = 266666666664

+ + + + ++ + + + +0 + + + +0 � + + +0 0 0 + +
377777777775 ; B  H1B = 266666666664

+ + + + +0 + + + +0 �2 +2 + +0 �1 �1 +1 +0 0 0 0 +
377777777775 :If we ontinue this proedure reursively the matrix pair (A;B) will return toHessenberg-triangular form. Notie that QT = H0 : : :Hn�2 has the same �rstolumn asH0. Beause of the wayH0 was determined we an apply Theorem 2.2.3



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 74to show that the updated matrix pair (QTAZ;QTBZ) formQTAZ(QTBZ)�1 = QTAB�1Qwhih is essentially the matrix we would have obtained if we had applied theFranis QR step to the matrix AB�1.Algorithm 3.1.2 (The QZ Step) Given an unredued upper Hessenberg ma-trix A 2 Rn�n and a nonsingular upper triangular matrix B 2 Rn�n this algo-rithm omputes updated upper Hessenberg and upper triangular matries QTAZand QTBZ where Q and Z are orthogonal and the matrix QTAZ(QTBZ)�1 =QTAB�1Q is essentially the matrix we would have obtained if we had applied theFranis QR step to the matrix AB�1.Compute the �rst olumn m1 of (C � aI)(C � bI) where C = AB�1, a andb are the eigenvalues of C's lower 2� 2 submatrix using (3.2) and (3.3).Find Householder H0 matrix suh that H0m1 = e1.A = H0A;B = H0Bfor k = 1:n� 2Find 3� 3 Householder matrix Zk1 suh that[bk+2;k; bk+2;k+1; bk+2;k+2℄Zk1 = eT3A(: ; [k : k + 2℄) = A(: ; [k : k + 2℄)Zk1B(: ; [k : k + 2℄) = B(: ; [k : k + 2℄)Zk1Find 2� 2 Householder matrix Zk2 suh that[bk+1;k; bk+1;k+1℄Zk2 = eT2A(: ; [k k + 1℄) = A(: ; [k k + 1℄)Zk2B(: ; [k k + 1℄) = B(: ; [k k + 1℄)Zk2if k < n� 2Find 3� 3 Householder matrix Qk suh thatQk[ak+1;kak+2;kak+3;k℄T = e1



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 75A([k + 1 : k + 3℄; : ) = QkA([k + 1 : k + 3℄; : )B([k + 1 : k + 3℄; : ) = QkB([k + 1 : k + 3℄; : )elseif k = n� 2Find 2� 2 Householder matrix Qk suh thatQk[ak+1;kak+2;k℄T = e1A([k + 1 k + 2℄; : ) = QkA([k + 1 k + 2℄; : )B([k + 1 k + 2℄; : ) = QkB([k + 1 k + 2℄; : )end ifend forWe an now use sequenes of these steps to produe an algorithm to redue A toquasi-triangular form and maintain the upper triangular from of B. We have tomonitor A's subdiagonal and B diagonal in ase we an redue the order of theproblem by deoupling.Algorithm 3.1.3 (The QZ Algorithm) Given A;B 2 Rn�n , the following al-gorithm omputes orthogonally updated matries QTAZ = T and QTBZ = Ssuh that T is upper quasi-triangular and S is upper triangular.Compute A QTAZ and B  QTBZ where QTAZ is upper Hessenbergand QTBZ is upper triangular using Algorithm 3.1.1until A is quasi-triangularSet ai;i�1 to zero if jai;i�1j � tol(jai�1;i�1j+ jaiij) .Partition A suh that
A = 26664 p n�p�q qp A11 A12 A13n�p�q 0 A22 A23q 0 0 A33

37775where A22 is unredued upper Hessenberg.



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 76Partition B similarly
B = 26664 p n�p�q qp B11 B12 B13n�p�q 0 B22 B23q 0 0 B33

37775 .if B22 is singularApply zero-hasing tehnique to zero an�q;n�q�1.else Apply Algorithm 3.1.2 to A22 and B22.For ompleteness we haveA12  A12Z;B12  B12ZA23  QTA23; B23  QTB23where Q and Z are the produt of the transformations used inAlgorithm 3.1.2.end ifend untilT = A ; S = BThe problem has now been redued into smaller 1 � 1 and 2 � 2 subproblems.The eigenvalues of the 1� 1 problems are just the ratio of the diagonal entries ofA and B. The eigenvalues of the 2 � 2 problems an be alulated as the rootsof the quadrati equation det(A0 � �B0) = 0 whereA0 = " akk ak;k+1ak+1;k ak+1;k+1 # ; B0 = " bkk bk;k+10 bk+1;k+1 # :Two reasons are given for not using this quadrati but instead reduing A furtherto upper triangular form. When A and B are real the alulation of eigenvetors isgreatly helped if the eigenvalues are expressed as the ratios of the diagonal entriesof A and B. Also, if for some k, akk and bkk are both small then the eigenvalue



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 77�k = akk=bkk is ill-onditioned. Therefore more information is ontained in theratio of the diagonal entries.If B0 is singular we an apply the zero-hasing tehnique to redue ak+1;kto zero. For nonsingular B0 we form the matrix E = A0 � �B0 where � is aneigenvalue of (A0; B0). Notie E is now singular, if we postmultiply by a matrixZ to redue either e11 or e21 to zero the other element should also be redued tozero. We now premultiply by a matrix Q suh that either QAZ or QBZ is uppertriangular. Sine the �rst olumn of QEZ is zero then both QAZ and QBZ mustbe upper triangular.The QZ algorithm is a bakward stable algorithm, that is, it omputes upperquasi-triangular bS and upper triangular bT that satisfyQT (A+ E)Z = bS; QT (B + F )Z = bTwhere Q and Z are orthogonal andkEk2 � nukAk; kFk2 � nukBk:The drawbak to using this algorithm is that it does not take into aount thespeial struture of the symmetri de�nite generalized eigenvalue problem. Theequivalene transformations destroy the symmetry of the problem and thereforethe algorithm does not guarantee to alulate real eigenvalues. Beause the al-gorithm does not exploit the struture it an be expensive. If we onsider thaton average two QZ iterations per eigenvalue are needed then the algorithm takes30n3 ops. If Q and Z are required then an additional 16n3 ops and 20n3 opsare required respetively.3.1.4 Computing the EigenvetorsOne an approximate eigenvalue � of the matrix pair (A;B) has been found, wean alulate the orresponding eigenvetor using inverse iteration. Starting with



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 78an initial vetor x(0) suh that kx(0)k2 = 1:for i = 1; 2; : : :Solve for x(i), (A� �B)x(i) = Bx(i�1)Normalize x(i), x(i) = x(i)=kx(i)k2�(i) = x(i)�Ax(i)=x(i)�Bx(i)until onvergeneThis is just the power method applied to (A��B)�1. To analyze the behaviourof the iteration we assume that (A;B) has a basis of eigenvetors fx1; : : : ; xngwith orresponding eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �n. The initial vetor an be written asx(0) = nXi=1 �ixi;then x(k) is a vetor given by(A� �B)�kx(0) = nXi=1 �i(�i � �)kxi:If � is muh loser to �j than to the other eigenvalues then x(k) will be dominatedby the diretion of xj provided �j 6= 0.Inverse iteration an be used in onjuntion with the Hessenberg-triangularform, ( eA; eB) = (Q0AZ0; Q0BZ0), that is formed during the QZ algorithm. Ifinverse iteration is applied to ( eA � � eB)�1 then the omputed eigenvetor yi of( eA; eB) is related to the eigenvetor of (A;B) by xi = Z0yi. As ( eA�� eB) is upperHessenberg we an solve the linear system in O(n2) ops.In theory the matrix A � �B is singular. However, beause � is an approx-imate eigenvalue, the matrix will not be singular but just ill-onditioned. Thismay suggest that there is large error in the solution of (A � �B)x(i) = Bx(i�1).However, it an be shown that the error lies almost entirely in the diretion ofthe required eigenvetor [26℄. This is why typially only one iteration is requiredwhen � is an eigenvalue alulated with the QZ algorithm.



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 793.2 Cholesky MethodThe Cholesky method, apparently �rst suggested by Wilkinson [63, pp. 337-340℄,is a method that redues the symmetri de�nite generalized eigenvalue problem toan ordinary eigenvalue problem while maintaining the symmetry of the problem.It begins by omputing the Cholesky fatorization of the positive de�nite matrixB, optionally with omplete pivoting�TB� = LD2LT : (3.4)where � is a permutation matrix, L is a unit lower triangular matrix and D2 isa positive diagonal matrix. The problem is then redued to the formCy � D�1L�1�TA�L�TD�1y = �y (3.5)where y = DLT�Tx. Any method for solving the symmetri eigenvalue probleman be applied to C suh as the symmetri QR or Jaobi method (See Chapter 2).In LAPACK's xSYGV driver [1℄, the symmetri de�nite generalized eigenvalueproblem is solved by applying the symmetri QR algorithm to (3.5). MATLAB6's eig funtion [42℄ does likewise when it is given a symmetri de�nite generalizedeigenvalue problem.3.2.1 Cholesky FatorizationOne of the advantages of a symmetri positive de�nite matrix is that its LUfatorization an be onverted into a Cholesky fatorization: A = RTR, where Ris upper triangular with positive diagonal elements. We now give a proof of thisfat.Theorem 3.2.1 (Cholesky Fatorization) If A 2 Rn�n is symmetri positivede�nite then there exists a unique upper triangular matrix R with positive diagonalelements suh that A = RTR.



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 80Proof. We prove this by indution on n. For the base ase n = 1 thisis obvious. If we assume that it is true for n � 1 then the leading prinipalsubmatrix of A 2 Rn�n , An�1 = A(1:n� 1; 1:n� 1) is positive de�nite and hasa unique Cholesky fatorization An�1 = RTn�1Rn�1. Overall we haveA = "An�1 T �# = "RTn�1 0rT � #"Rn�1 r0 � # =: RTRif RTn�1r =  (3.6)rT r + �2 = � (3.7)As Rn�1 is nonsingular, equation (3.6) has a unique solution for r. If we onsider0 < det(A) = det(RT ) det(R) = det(Rn�1)2�2then �2 > 0 and there exists a unique � > 0 whih is a solution to (3.7).The proof of Theorem 3.2.1 is onstrutive and shows how we an ompute theCholesky fatorization one olumn at a time. Alternatively, if we onsider theequations for working out the (i; j) elements in A = RTR we getaij = iXk=1 rkirkj; j � i:By solving these equations in the order(1; 1); (1; 2); (2; 2); (1; 3); : : : ; (3; 3); : : : (n; n)we obtain the following algorithm:Algorithm 3.2.2 (Cholesky Fatorization) Given a symmetri positive def-inite matrix A 2 Rn�n this algorithm omputes the Cholesky fatorization A =RTR.



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 81for j = 1:nfor i = 1: j � 1rij = (aij �Pi�1k=1 rkirkj)=riiendrjj = (ajj �Pj�1k=1 r2kj)1=2endThe Cholesky fatorization takes n3=3 ops whih is half the ost of LU fator-ization.3.2.2 Complete PivotingWe an also form a Cholesky fatorization with omplete pivoting of B as in (3.4).This permutation reorders the data while maintaining the symmetry of B. Notethat this operation annot move o�-diagonal elements onto the diagonal of B andis therefore a reordering of the diagonal of B. At the jth step of Algorithm 3.2.2we permute the largest diagonal entry of B(j:n; j:n) into the position bjj. In thisway we an ompute the fatorization (3.4):Algorithm 3.2.3 (Cholesky Fatorization with Complete Pivoting) Givena symmetri positive de�nite matrix A 2 Rn�n this algorithm omputes theCholesky fatorization with omplete pivoting, �TA� = RTR.for j = 1:nFind max jappj in A(j:n; j:n).A �TA� where � is a permutation matrix that swaps thep and j olumns and rowsfor i = 1: j � 1rij = (aij �Pi�1k=1 rkirkj)=riiend



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 82rjj = (ajj �Pj�1k=1 r2kj)1=2endIf we de�ne D2 = diag(r2ii) then the Cholesky fatorization beomes �TB� =RTR = LD2LT where L is unit lower triangular. If we are using omplete pivotingin the Cholesky fatorization then jlijj � 1 for i > j andd21 � � � � � d2n > 0: (3.8)Hene [31, Thm. 8.13℄�p(L) = kLkpkL�1kp � n2n�1; p = 1; 2;1 (3.9)with approximate equality ahieved for LT the Kahan matrix [31, p. 161℄. Thusthe pivoting tends to keep L well-onditioned and therefore onentrate any illonditioning of B in D2.3.3 Error Analysis of Cholesky{Jaobi MethodThe omplete Cholesky{Jaobi algorithm, where we use Jaobi's method to solvethe symmetri eigenvalue problem in (3.5), is summarized as follows:Algorithm 3.3.1 (Cholesky{Jaobi Method) Given A;B 2 Rn�n with Asymmetri and B symmetri positive de�nite, this algorithm alulates the eigen-values �i and orresponding eigenvetors xi of the pair (A;B).1: Compute the Cholesky fatorization with omplete pivoting �TB� = LD2LT .Form H = D�1L�1�TA�L�TD�1 by solving triangular systems.X = �L�TD�12: % Jaobi's methoddone rot = true



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 83while done rot = truedone rot = falsefor i = 1:nfor j = i+ 1:n(�) if jhijj > upjhiihjjjdone rot = trueForm Qij � Qk([i j℄; [i j℄) using (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6).ind = [1: i� 1; i+ 1: j � 1; j + 1:n℄H([i j℄; ind) = QTijH([i j℄; ind)H(ind; [i j℄) = H(ind; [i j℄)QijH([i j℄; [i j℄) = H(ind; [i j℄)QijH([i j℄; [i j℄) = "ehii 00 ehjj # using (2.7)X(: ; [i j℄) = X(: ; [i j℄)Qijendendendend�i = hii, xi = X(: ; i), i = 1:nThe test (�) for whether to apply a rotation is adapted from the one usedfor Jaobi's method for a symmetri positive de�nite matrix [10℄|we have addedabsolute values inside the square root sine hii and hjj an be negative. This testis too stringent in general and an ause the algorithm not to onverge, but wehave found it generally works well and so we used it in our experiments in orderto ahieve the best possible numerial behaviour.First, we make a simple but important observation about numerial stability.Assume that the Cholesky fatorization is omputed exatly and set � = I,without loss of generality. We ompute bC = C + �C1 where, at best, �C1



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 84satis�es a bound of the formj�C1j � nujD�1jjL�1jjAjjL�T jjD�1j;where n is a onstant and u is the unit roundo�. Here, jAj = (jaijj). Solution ofthe eigenproblem for bC an be assumed to yield the exat eigensystem of bC+�C2,for some �C2. Therefore the omputed eigensystem is the exat eigensystem ofC +�C1 +�C2 = D�1L�1�A+�A�L�TD�1; �A = LD(�C1 +�C2)DLT ;and j�Aj � jLjjDj�nujD�1jjL�1jjAjjL�T jjD�1j+ j�C2j�jDjjLT j� nujLjjL�1jjAjjL�T jjLT j+ jLjjDjj�C2jjDjjLT j: (3.10)The �rst term in (3.10) is bounded independently of �(B) due to (3.9). Theseond term will have the same property provided that �C2 satis�es a bound ofthe form j�C2j � jD�1jf(jAj; jL�1j; u)jD�1j;where f is a matrix funtion depending on jAj, jL�1j and u, but not jD�1j.If nothing more is known about�C2 than that k�C2k � nukCk (orrespond-ing to using a normwise bakward stable eigensolver for C) then the best boundwe an obtain in terms of the original data is of the formk�Ak � g(n)u�(B)kAk: (3.11)However, this analysis shows that there is hope for obtaining a bound withoutthe fator �(B) if the eigensolver for C respets the saling of C when D is illonditioned.Now we give an error analysis for the Cholesky{Jaobi method with the aimof obtaining an error bound better than (3.11). We onsider �rst the seond partof Algorithm 3.3.1, beginning with the onstrution of the Jaobi rotation.



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 85Lemma 3.3.2 Let a Jaobi rotation Qk be onstruted using (2.4), (2.5) and(2.6) so that QTkHkQk has zeros in the (i; j) and (j; i) positions. The omputedb, bs and bt satisfyb = (1 + ~�1); bs = s(1 + ~�01); bt = t(1 + ~�001);where , s and t are the exat values for Hk.Proof. Straightforward.In most of the rest of our analysis we will assume that the omputed b, bs andbt are exat. It is easily heked that, in view of Lemma 3.3.2, this simpli�ationdoes not a�et the bounds.Lemma 3.3.3 If one step of Jaobi's method is performed in the (i; j) plane onthe matrix Hm then the omputed bHm+1 satis�esbHm+1 = QTm (Hm +�Hm)Qm;where the elements of �Hm are bounded omponentwise byj�hikj � ~1 (jhikj+ 2jsjjhjkj)j�hjkj � ~1 (jhjkj+ 2jsjjhikj) 9=; k 6= i; jand j�hiij � ~1 �2jhiij+ js=jjhijj+ s2jhjjj� ;j�hijj; j�hjij � ~1 �jsjjhiij+ 2s2jhijj+ jsjjhjjj� ;j�hjjj � ~1 �s2jhiij+ js=jjhijj+ 2jhjjj� :Proof. For the duration of the proof let Qm := Qm([i j℄; [i j℄). WritingHm = (hij) and bHm+1 = (bhij) and using a standard result for matrix{vetormultipliation [31, Se. 3.5℄, we have, for k 6= i; j," bhikbhjk # = fl QTm " hikhjk #! ;



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 86= (Qm +�Qm)T " hikhjk # ; j�Qmj � ~1jQmj;=: QTm " hikhjk #+ "�hik�hjk #! :Then " j�hikjj�hjkj# � jQmjj�QTmj" jhikjjhjkj#� ~1jQmjjQTmj" jhikjjhjkj#= ~1 " 1 2jsj2jsj 1 #" jhikjjhjkj# ;whih gives the �rst two bounds. We alulate the elements at the intersetionof rows and olumns i and j usingbhii = fl(hii � hijt) = (1 + ~�1)hii � (1 + ~�1)hijt;bhjj = fl(hjj + hijt) = (1 + ~�1)hjj + (1 + ~�1)hijt;and by setting bhij and bhji to zero. The bakward perturbations �hii, �hij and�hjj satisfyQTm " hii hijhij hjj # + "�hii �hij�hij �hjj #!Qm = "bhii 00 bhjj # ;whih an be expressed as"�hii �hij�hij �hjj # = Qm "bhii 00 bhjj #QTm � " hii hijhij hjj #= " 2bhii + s2bhjj �sbhii + sbhjj�sbhii + sbhjj s2bhii + 2bhjj #� " hii hijhij hjj # :Substituting in for bhii and bhjj and using suitable Jaobi rotation identities, wethen take absolute values to obtain the seond group of inequalities. (Note that�hij = �hji = 0 if  and s are exat, so by bounding �hij and �hji in this waywe are allowing for inexat  and s.)



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 87In the next lemma we show that in the �rst rotation of Jaobi's method inAlgorithm 3.3.1 a fator D�1 an be saled out of the bakward error, leaving aterm that we an bound. We make use of the identitys = hijq4h2ij + (hii � hjj)2 ; (3.12)whih omes from manipulating the equations de�ning a Jaobi rotation andsolving for s = 12 sin 2� in terms of tan 2�. In this result, A0 � L�1�TA�L�T in(3.5).Lemma 3.3.4 Given a symmetri A0 and a positive diagonal matrix D0 = diag(d2i ),suppose we perform one step of Jaobi's method in the (i; j) plane on H0 =D�10 A0D�10 , obtaining H1 = QT0H0Q0. ThenbH1 = fl(QT0 bH0Q0) = QT0D�10 (A0 +�A0)D�10 Q0; (3.13)where k�A0k2 � ~n(1 + 2!0)kA0k2; (3.14)with !0 = jsjmax(�; 1=�); � = di=dj:Proof. We start by forming the matrix H0 = (hij). Sine we are given thesquared diagonal elements d2i we havebhij = fl �aij=qd2id2j�= (1 + �3)aij=(didj) = (1 + �3)hij=: baij=(didj):Thus these initial errors an be thrown onto A0: bH0 = D�10 (A0 +�1)D�10 wherej�1j � 3jA0j. The errors in applying one step of Jaobi's method to bH0 anbe expressed as a bakward perturbation �H0 to bH0 using Lemma 3.3.3. The



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 88orresponding perturbation of bA0 = A0 +�1 is �A0 = D0�H0D0, so we simplysale the omponentwise perturbation bounds of Lemma 3.3.3. We �ndj�aikj � ~1 (jbaikj+ 2jsjjbajkj�)j�ajkj � ~1 (jbajkj+ 2jsjjbaikj=�) 9=; k 6= i; j;j�aiij � ~1 �2jbaiij+ js=jjbaijj� + s2jbajjj�2� ; (3.15)j�aij;jij � ~1 �jsjjbaiij=�+ 2s2jbaijj+ jsjjbajjj�� ;j�ajjj � ~1 �s2jbaiij=�2 + js=jjbaijj=�+ 2jbajjj� : (3.16)We now work to remove the potentially large �2 and 1=�2 terms. We an rewrite (3.12)as s = aijdidjr4 a2ijd2i d2j + �aiid2i � ajjd2j �2 = �aijq(aii � �2ajj)2 + 4�2a2ij : (3.17)Further manipulation yieldsjajjj�2 � jaiij+sa2ij�2(s)2 � 4a2ij�2 = jaiij+ �jaijjs 1(s)2 � 4:Therefore s2jajjj�2 � s2jaiij+ �jaijjpt2 � 4s4: (3.18)A similar manipulation of (3.12) (or a symmetry argument) givess2jaiij=�2 � s2jajjj+ jaijj� pt2 � 4s4: (3.19)Sine baij = aij(1+�3) there is no harm in replaing aij by baij in (3.18) and (3.19).Sine � 2 [��=4; �=4℄ we havept2 � 4s4 + js=j = 2jsj; (3.20)and hene (3.15) and (3.16) may be bounded byj�aiij � ~1 (jbaiij+ 2jsjjbaijj�) ;j�ajjj � ~1 (jbajjj+ 2jsjjbaijj=�) :



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 89Using these omponentwise bounds we obtain the overall bound given in (3.14).Lemma 3.3.4 shows that the Jaobi rotation results in a small bakward per-turbation to A0 provided that !0 is of order 1. We see from (3.17) that in normalirumstanes s is proportional to min(�; 1=�), whih keeps !0 small. However,in speial situations !0 an be large, for example when jaii � �2ajjj � �jaijjwith � large, whih requires that jajjj be muh smaller than jaijj and B be illonditioned.By ombining Lemma 3.3.4 with subsequent appliations of Lemma 3.3.3 we�nd that after m steps of Jaobi's method on H0 = D�10 A0D�10 we havebHm = QTm�1 : : : QT0 (H0 +�0)Q0 : : : Qm�1;where �0 = �H0 + m�1Xk=1 Q0 : : : Qk�1�HkQTk�1 : : : QT0= D�10 ��A0 + m�1Xk=1 D0Q0 : : : Qk�1�HkQTk�1 : : : QT0D0�D�10 : (3.21)The �Hk are bounded as in Lemma 3.3.3. We would like to bound the termin parentheses by a multiple of ukA0k2, but simply taking norms leads to anunsatisfatory �(D20) fator. To obtain a better bound we introdue, purelyfor theoretial purposes, a saling to bHk at eah stage of the iteration. For anarbitrary nonsingular diagonal Dk we writekD0Q0 : : : Qk�1�HkQTk�1 : : : QT0D0k2= kD0Q0 : : : Qk�1D�1k �Dk�HkDk �D�1k QTk�1 : : : QT0D0k2� minDk diag �kD0Q0 : : : Qk�1D�1k k22kDk�HkDkk2�= minDk diag �kN�Tk k22kDk�HkDkk2� ; (3.22)where Nk = D�10 Q0 : : : Qk�1Dk: (3.23)



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 90De�ne Ak := NTk A0Nk = DkHkDk: (3.24)By applying Lemma 3.3.4 to a rotation on Hk, we an see thatkDk�HkDkk2 � ~n(1 + 2!k)kAkk2; (3.25)where !k = jskkjmax(�k; 1=�k); �k = d(k)i =d(k)j ;with a subsript k denoting quantities on the kth step and where Dk = diag(d(k)i ).One way to proeed is to hoose Dk to minimize �2(Mk�1), whereMk�1 = D�1k�1Qk�1Dk: (3.26)Notie that Nk =M0 : : :Mk�1: (3.27)This idea is based on an algorithm of Anjos, Hammarling and Paige [2℄ thatavoids expliitly inverting any of the Dk and uses transformation matries of theform in (3.26) to diagonalize A while retaining the diagonal form of D0. Thealgorithm omputes the ongruene transformationsAk+1 =MTk AkMk; D2k+1 =MTk D2kMk;where Dk is diagonal for all k and Ak tends to diagonal form as k ! 1. Thedi�erene between our approah and that in [2℄ is that we form H0 = D�10 A0D�10and use Dk in the analysis to obtain stronger error bounds, whereas in [2℄, inan e�ort to apply only well onditioned similarity transformations, H0 is neverformed but Mk is omputed and applied in the algorithm (and no error analysisis given in [2℄).Now we disuss the hoie of Dk, drawing on analysis from [2℄. Sine Qk�1is a rotation in the (i; j) plane, we hoose Dk to be idential to Dk�1 in all but



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 91the ith and jth diagonal entries. Thus Mk�1 is the identity matrix exept in the(i; j) plane, in whihMij =M([i j℄; [i j℄) = " d�1i 00 d�1j #"  s�s  #" edi 00 edj # ;where we are writing Dk�1 = diag(di); Dk = diag(edi):We now hoose Dk to minimize the 2-norm ondition number �2(Mij). It an beshown that for any 2� 2 matrix, G say,�2(G) = �1(G)=�2(G) = ��2 +p�4 � 4Æ2� =2Æ;where � = kGkF , Æ = jdet(G)j and �1(G) � �2(G) are the singular values of G.Using �F (G) = �2=Æ, we obtain�2(G) = ��F (G) +p�F (G)2 � 4� =2;so learly �2(G) has its minimum when �F (G) does. Therefore it is only neessaryto analyze �F (Mij) in order to �nd the minimum of �2(Mij). For Mij we have�2 = s2 �(edi=dj)2 + (edj=di)2� + 2 �(edj=dj)2 + (edi=di)2� ;Æ = det(D�1k�1) det(Dk) = (edi edj)=(didj):Setting � = edi=edj we have�F (Mij) = �2=Æ = �2(�2 + �2) + s2(�2�2 + 1)� =(��):This is an equation with only one unknown, �. The minimum of �F (Mij) over �ours at �2opt = �s2 + �22� = �2 + �2s2� ;whih gives the values�F (Mij)min = 2q1 + s22 (�� ��1)2;�2(Mij)min = js(�� ��1)j+q1 + s22 (�� ��1)2: (3.28)



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 92Knowing the ratio edi=edj that minimizes �2(M0), we now have to hoose edj andthen set edi = edj�opt. We set kDkkF = kDk�1kF , or more simplyd2i + d2j = ed2i + ed2j = ��2opt + 1� ed2j : (3.29)This yields the values ed2i = 2d2i + s2d2j ;ed2j = 2d2j + s2d2i ; (3.30)and the matrix Mij = 24 p2 + s2=�2 sps2 + 2=�2�sps2 + 2�2 p2 + s2�2 35 : (3.31)Clearly, min(d2i ; d2j) � ed2k � max(d2i ; d2j); k = i; j: (3.32)We note for later referene that a diret alulation revealskM�1ij kF = p2: (3.33)It is also interesting to note that Mij has olumns of equal 2-norm. This is notsurprising in view of a result of van der Sluis [60℄, whih states that saling theolumns of an n�n matrix to have equal 2-norms produes a matrix with 2-normondition number within a fator pn of the minimum over all olumn salings.To omplete our analysis we need to bound kAkk2 and kN�1i k2.3.3.1 Growth of AmWe now bound kAmk2, whih appears in the bound (3.25). We onsider thegrowth over one step from Am = (aij) to Am+1 = (~aij) =MTmAmMm, as measuredby �m = maxi;j j~aijj=maxi;j jaijj. By rewriting (2.7) in terms of Ak, and using(3.24) and (3.30), we an show thatj~aiij � 2jaiij+ s2jaiij=�2 + jaijj� js3j� + jsj�� ; (3.34)j~ajjj � 2jajjj+ s2jajjj�2 + jaijj� jsj� + js3j �� : (3.35)



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 93We would like to bound these two elements linearly in terms of max(�; 1=�) (reallthat � an be greater than or less than 1). The troublesome terms in the boundsare s2jajjj�2 and s2jaiij=�2. Upon substitution of (3.18) and (3.19) in (3.34) and(3.35) we obtain bounds linear in � and 1=�:j~aiij � 2jaiij+ s2jajjj+ jaijj��pt2 � 4s4 + js3j � 1� + jsj�� ;j~ajjj � 2jajjj+ s2jaiij+ jaijj��pt2 � 4s4 + js3j � �+ jsj� � :Using (3.20) we �nd that pt2 � 4s4 + js3j=jj = jsj, and soj~aiij � 2jaiij+ s2jajjj+ jaijjjsj (� + 1=�) ; (3.36)j~ajjj � 2jajjj+ s2jaiij+ jaijjjsj (� + 1=�) : (3.37)For the other a�eted elements in rows and olumns i and j we have, for k 6= i; j,~aik = ~aki = aikp2 + s2=�2 � ajksps2 + 2�2;~ajk = ~akj = aiksps2 + 2=�2 + ajkp2 + s2�2:These elements an be bounded byj~aikj � jaikj �2 + jsj=��+ jajkj �s2 + jsj�� ; (3.38)j~ajkj � jaikj �s2 + jsj=��+ jajkj �2 + jsj�� : (3.39)The bounds (3.36){(3.39) an all be written in the formj~apqj � maxr;s jarsj�1 + jsj(�+ 1=�)�and so the growth of Am over one step is bounded by�m � 1 + jsj(�+ 1=�) � 1 + 2jsjmax(�; 1=�) = 1 + 2!m:The overall growth bound is�m := kAmk2kA0k2 � pnm�1Yi=0 �i: (3.40)



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 943.3.2 Bounding kN�1i k2Our �nal task is to bound�i := kN�1i k2 = kD�1i QTi�1 : : : QT0D0k2(see (3.23)). We desribe two di�erent bounds. In view of (3.32),kD�1i+1k2 � kD�1i k2 � � � � � kD�10 k2:Thus, sine D0 = D, where B has the Cholesky fatorization (3.4),�2i � �2(D)2 � �2(L)�2(B):However, the point of our analysis is to avoid a �2(B) term in the bounds. As analternative way of bounding �i we note that, from (3.27),N�1i =M�1i�1 : : :M�10 :For the row yli ordering in (2.10) the ongruene transformations an be re-ordered into 2n�3 groups of up to dn=2e disjoint transformationsMj+1; : : : ;Mj+psuh that, using (3.33), kM�1j+p : : :M�1j+1k2 � p2:For example a sweep of a 6 � 6 matrix an be divided into 9 groups of disjointrotations: 266666666666664
� 1 2 3 4 5� 3 4 5 6� 5 6 7� 7 8� 9�

377777777777775 :Here, an integer k in position (i; j) denotes that the (i; j) element is eliminatedon the kth step by a rotation in the (i; j) plane, and all rotations on the kth step



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 95are disjoint. Hene we an bound �i by�i � (p2)2n�3 = 2n�3=2:Although exponential in n, this bound is independent of �2(B).3.3.3 SummaryOur bakward error analysis shows that, upon onvergene after m Jaobi rota-tions, Algorithm 3.3.1 has omputed a diagonal � suh thatXT (A +�A)X = �; XT (B +�B)X = I;for some nonsingular X, wherek�Ak2 � ~n2kAk2��2(L)2 + m�1Xk=0 �2k�1 + 2!k��k�;k�Bk2 � ~n2kBk2:The term involving �2(L) takes aount of errors in the �rst stage of Algo-rithm 3.3.1 and follows from standard error analysis [31, Chap. 10℄ of Choleskyfatorization and the solution of triangular systems. Beause of the ompletepivoting, �(L) is bounded as in (3.9), and in pratie it is usually small. Evenwhen �(L) is large, its full e�et tends not to be felt on the bakward error,sine triangular systems are typially solved to higher auray than the boundssuggest [31, Chap. 8℄.We do not have a bound better than exponential in n for the term �2i , butthis term has been less than 10 in virtually all our numerial tests. We showedin Setion 3.3.1 that the growth fator �k = kAkk2=kA0k2 in (3.40) is ertainlybounded by �k � pnQk�1i=0 (1 + 2!i). The term!k = jskkjmax(�k; 1=�k) � jskkj�2(D) � jskkj�2(L)�2(B)1=2



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 96is the most important quantity in our analysis. A large value of !k, for some k,is the main indiator of instability in Algorithm 3.3.1.We stress that our error bounds do not depend on the ordering (3.8), as shouldbe expeted sine the Jaobi method is insensitive to the ordering of the diagonalof D. The purpose of pivoting in the Cholesky fatorization is to keep L wellonditioned and thereby to onentrate any ill onditioning of B into D.The onlusion from the error analysis is that Algorithm 3.3.1 has muh betterstability properties than the bound (3.11) suggests. When �2(B) is large it isusually the ase that small values of jskkj anel any large values of max(�k; 1=�k)(see the disussion following Lemma 3.3.4), and that �k is also small, with aresulting small bakward error bound.3.4 Error Analysis of the Cholesky{QR MethodWe now onsider the Cholesky{GQR method where we use the symmetri QRmethod, with Givens tridiagonalization, to solve the symmetri eigenproblemin (3.5). We note that this is di�erent to the more popular Cholesky{HQR methodwhih uses the symmetri QR method, with Householder tridiagonalization, forwhih a full analysis is not given in this thesis.Algorithm 3.4.1 (Cholesky{GQR Method) Given A;B 2 Rn�n with A sym-metri and B symmetri positive de�nite, this algorithm alulates the eigenvalues�i and orresponding eigenvetors xi of the pair (A;B).1: Compute the Cholesky fatorization with omplete pivoting �TB� = LD2LT .Form H = D�1L�1�TA�L�TD�1 by solving triangular systems.X = �L�TD�12: % Symmetri QR algorithm with Wilkinson shiftUse Algorithm 2.2.2 (Givens method) to form H = QT1 TQ1 ,



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 97where T is tridiagonal.Use Algorithm 2.2.5 to form T = QT2DQ2 .X = XQ1Q2�i = dii, xi = X(: ; i)We onsider the seond part of Algorithm 3.4.1, beginning with the alulationof the Givens rotation, whih has a di�erent onstrution to that of the Jaobirotation in Lemma 3.3.2.Lemma 3.4.2 [31, Lemma 18.6℄ If x; y 2 R, let Qk be a Givens rotation suhthat QTk " xy # = " z0# :If  = os � and s = sin � are omputed aording tos = � ypx2 + y2 ;  = xpx2 + y2 ;then the omputed b and bs satisfyb = (1 + �4); bs = s(1 + �04);where  and s are exat values for [x y℄T .Proof. Straightforward.As in the analysis of the Cholesky{Jaobi method we will assume that theomputed b and bs are exat. It is easily heked that, in view of Lemma 3.4.2,this simpli�ation does not a�et the bounds.Lemma 3.4.3 If a Givens similarity transformation is applied to the matrix Hmin the (i; j)-plane then the omputed bHm+1 satis�esbHm+1 = QTm (Hm +�Hm)Qm;



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 98where the elements of �Hm an be bounded omponentwise for k 6= i; j byj�hikj � ~1 (jhikj+ 2jsjjhjkj) ;j�hjkj � ~1 (jhjkj+ 2jsjjhikj) :For k = i; j, j�hiij � ~1 �jhiij+ 4jsjjhijj+ 4jsj2jhjjj� ;j�hijj; j�hjij � ~1 �(1 + 4jsj2)jhijj+ 2jsj(jhiij+ jhjjj)� ;j�hjjj � ~1 �jhjjj+ 4jsjjhijj+ 4jsj2jhiij� :Proof. For k 6= i; j we follow the proof of Lemma 3.3.3. For k = i; j we donot set elements to zero or have simpli�ed formulae suh as (2.7), as the elementsthat form the Givens rotation do not depend on the elements of Hm's 2 � 2(i; j)-submatrix. Instead we havebhii = fl(2hii + 2shij + s2hjj);bhij = fl((2 � s2)hij + s(hjj � hii));bhjj = fl(s2hii � 2shij + s2hjj):The bakward perturbations �hii, �hij and �hjj satisfyQTm " hii hijhij hjj #+ "�hii �hij�hij �hjj #!Qm = " bhii bhijbhji bhjj # :Using this we follow the same path as in the seond part of the proof of Lemma 3.3.3to yield the results.Notie the di�erene in the 2 � 2 (i; j)-submatrix of �Hm in Lemma 3.3.3 andLemma 3.4.3. This will mean that we will not be able to redue potentially large�2 and 1=�2 terms to linear terms in the following lemma.Lemma 3.4.4 If a Givens similarity transformation is applied to the matrixHm = D�1m AmD�1m in the (i; j)-plane, then the omputed bHm+1 satis�esbHm+1 = QTmD�1m (Am +�Am)D�1m Qm;



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 99where the elements of �Am an be bounded omponentwise for k 6= i; j byj�aikj � ~1 (jaikj+ 2jsjjajkj�) ;j�ajkj � ~1 (jajkj+ 2jsjjaikj=�) ;where � = di=dj. For k = i; j,j�aiij � ~1 �jaiij+ 4jsjjaijj�+ 4jsj2jajjj�2�� (1 + 2jsj�)2kAk2;j�aijj; j�ajij � ~1 �(1 + 4jsj2)jaijj+ 2jsj(jaiij=�+ jajjj�)�� (1 + 2jsj�)(1 + 2jsj=�)kAk2;j�ajjj � ~1 �jajjj+ 4jsjjaijj=�+ 4jsj2jaiij=�2�� (1 + 2jsj=�)2kAk2:Proof. Straightforward saling of the bounds in Lemma 3.4.3.Lemma 3.4.4 shows that the Givens rotation results in a small bakward pertur-bation of Am provided ! = jsjmax(�; 1=�) is of order 1. In the Cholesky{GQRmethod most Givens rotation are onstruted to satisfy"  s�s  #T " hikhjk # = " r0# :where Hm = D�1m AmD�1m and Hm = (hij) and Am = (aij). It is easy to show thats = �ajk�pa2ik + (ajk�)2 ;  = aikpa2ik + (ajk�)2 (3.41)whih gives jsj = jaikajkj�a2ik + (ajk�)2 :If we examine the two dangerous terms in Lemma 3.4.4 we see thatjsj� = jxj� �2x2 + �2� = �2jxj � x2x2 + �2� ;jsj=� = 1jxj � x2x2 + �2� = jxj�2 � �2x2 + �2� ;



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 100where jxj = jaik=ajkj. Using this we an show thatjsj� � min (�2=jxj; jxj) ;jsj=� � min (jxj=�2; 1=jxj) : (3.42)These bounds in (3.42) are within a fator of 2 of the atual values and illustratemore learly how jsj� or jsj=� an be large. If jaikj and jajkj are similarly sizedthen jxj � 1 and ! = jsjmax(�; 1=�) will be of order 1 regardless of how ill-onditioned Dm is (or how large � or 1=� is). However large values of ! anhappen when � or 1=� is large when the size of jaikj and jajkj beome dissimilarand jxj or 1=jxj are large.We also have to onsider the use of shifts in the �rst rotation of Algo-rithm 2.2.4. In these instanes the Givens rotations are onstruted suh that"  s�s  #T "h11 � �h12 # = " r0# :Again we an show that jsj = j(a11 � �d21)a21j�(a11 � �d21)2 + (a21�)2 :Using this we an show thatjsj� � min (�2=jyj; jyj) ;jsj=� � min (jyj=�2; 1=jyj) ; (3.43)where y = (a11 � �d21)=a21. The size of the shift is important beause if jyjis of order 1 then ! = jsjmax(�; 1=�) will be of order 1 regardless of how ill-onditioned Dm is (or how large � or 1=� is).By ombining Lemma 3.4.4 with subsequent appliations of Lemma 3.4.3 we�nd that after m Givens rotations on H0 = D�10 A0D�10 we havebHm = QTm�1 : : : QT0 (H0 +�0)Q0 : : : Qm�1;where �0 is the same as in (3.21). The �Hk are bounded as in Lemma 3.4.3.Again we introdue a saling to bHk at eah stage of the iteration so we an bound



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 101the terms of �0 using (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24). By applying Lemma 3.4.4 to arotation on Hk, we an see thatkDk�HkDkk2 � ~n(1 + 2!k)2kAkk2; (3.44)where !k = jskkjmax(�k; 1=�k); �k = d(k)i =d(k)j ;with a subsript k denoting quantities on the kth step and where Dk = diag(d(k)i ).Again we use the idea based on the algorithm of Anjos, Hammarling and Paige [2℄to try to bound k�0k2. We reall that the AHP algorithm is mathematiallyidential to the Cholesky-Jaobi method and has similar stability properties. Theanalogous algorithm for the Cholesky{GQR algorithm (Algorithm 3.4.1) is theMDR Algorithm [5℄. The MDR Algorithm uses transformation matries of theform in (3.26) (the transformation matries used in the MDR Algorithm are asaled version of those in (3.31)) to diagonalize A while retaining the diagonalform of D0. The algorithm omputes the ongruene transformationsAk+1 =MTk AkMk; D2k+1 =MTk D2kMk;where Dk is diagonal for all k and Ak tends to diagonal form as k ! 1. Thedi�erene between our approah and that in [5℄ is that we form H0 = D�10 A0D�10and use Dk in the analysis to obtain stronger error bounds, whereas in [5℄, inan e�ort to apply only well onditioned similarity transformations, H0 is neverformed but Mk is omputed and applied in the algorithm (and no error analysisis given in [5℄).3.4.1 Growth of Am and Bounding kN�1i kWe now bound kAmk2, whih appears in the bound (3.44). If we onsider thegrowth over one step from Am = (aij) to Am+1 = (~aij) =MTmAmMm, as measured



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 102by �m = maxi;j j~aijj=maxi;j jaijj then the best we an say is�m � kMmk22as the Givens rotations generated at eah stage do not depend on any of theelements of Aij = A([i j℄; [i j℄). As Ak = NTk A0Nk where Nk =M0 : : :Mk�1 thenthe overall growth bound iskAmk2kA0k2 � kNmk22 � m�1Yi=0 kMik22: (3.45)As N�1 =M�1k�1 : : :M�10 we bound this bykN�1k2 � k�1Yi=0 kM�1i k2:Therefore together we have�2m := kN�1k22kAmk2kA0k2 � m�1Yi=0 �2(Mi)2 (3.46)where the ondition number of Mi is given by (3.28) whih depends on jsj� orjsj=�.3.4.2 SummaryOur bakward error analysis shows that, upon onvergene after m Givens rota-tions (inluding those used in the tridiagonalization), Algorithm 3.4.1 has om-puted a diagonal � suh thatXT (A +�A)X = �; XT (B +�B)X = I;for some nonsingular X, wherek�Ak2 � ~n2kAk2��2(L)2 + m�1Xk=0�1 + 2!k�2�2k�;k�Bk2 � ~n2kBk2:



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 103The term involving �2(L), whih also appears in the analysis of the Cholesky{Jaobi method, takes aount of errors in the �rst stage of Algorithm 3.4.1 .Again the term!k = jskkjmax(�k; 1=�k) � jskkj�2(D) � jskkj�2(L)�2(B)1=2is the most important quantity in our analysis and a large value of !k, for somek, is the main indiator of instability in Algorithm 3.3.1. The notieable di�er-ene between the two analyses is that when !k is large for the Cholesky{Jaobimethod its e�et on the bakward error is linear, but when !k is large for theCholesky{GQR method its e�et is squared. As these two methods perform dif-ferent operations these !k are di�erent for eah algorithm. Examples are shownin Chapter 6 for whih the Cholesky{Jaobi method has large values of !k whilethe Cholesky{GQR method has small values and is bakward stable, and vieversa.3.4.3 Graded MatriesFirst we onsider the matrix H0 = D�10 A0D�10 whih is graded upwards. This iswhere the diagonal elements of D0 are ordered suh that d1 � � � � � dn and theelements of A0 are generally all of the same order. When forming the tridiagonalredution of H0, the Givens rotations, whose formulae is given in (3.41), shouldhave s = sin � larger than  = os � when � is large. Using (3.30) we see that oursaling will hange suh thated2i = d2j a2ik + a2jk(aik=�)2 + a2jk � d2j ;ed2j = d2i (aik=�)2 + (ajk�)2a2ik + (ajk�)2 � d2i ;Overall, the tridiagonal redution will give HT = eD�1T eD�1 where T is a tridi-agonal matrix whose nonzero elements should be similarly sized, ed1 = d1 and the



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 104remaining elements of eD are more than likely ordered ed2 � � � � � edn. Consider
H0 = D�10 266666664 1 1 1 11 2 2 21 2 3 31 2 3 4

377777775D�10
where D20 = diag(1; 10�5; 10�10; 10�15). If we ompute the tridiagonal redutionthen we get HT � eD�1 266666664 1 11 12 33 3 1:71:7 2

377777775 eD�1
where eD2 � diag(1; 3� 10�15; 3� 10�10; 10�6).If we now ompute the impliit QR step on HT a large value of !k an our.The �rst step is to alulate the shift � whih is the eigenvalue of HT 's lower2 � 2 prinipal submatrix that is losest to hnn. This submatrix has elementsthat range in size from 105 to 1010. Diret alulation shows that � � 105 andtherefore jyj = j(a11 � �d21)=a21j � 105:Using this in (3.43) we an show thatjsj� � min(1015=jyj; jyj) � 105whih leads to large bakward error and large growth of Ak.We now onsider the graded matrix H0 = D�10 A0D�10 where the diagonalelements of D0 are ordered suh that d1 � � � � � dn and the elements of A0 areall of the same size. When � is small then s should be small ompared with .Using (3.30) we see that our saling will not hange muh, that is ed2i � d2i anded2j � d2j . Overall, the tridiagonal redution will give HT = eD�1T eD�1 where T is a



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 105tridiagonal matrix of order 1, ed1 = d1 and the remaining elements of eD are morethan likely ordered ed2 � � � � � edn. Consider a permuted version of the previousexample H0 = D�10 266666664 4 3 2 13 3 2 12 2 2 11 1 1 1
377777775D�10where D20 = diag(10�15; 10�10; 10�5; 1). If we ompute the tridiagonal redutionthen we get

HT � eD�1 266666664 4 3:73:7 4:7 6:2� 10�66:2� 10�6 0:8 1:2� 10�111:2� 10�11 0:5
377777775 eD�1

where eD2 � diag(10�15; 1:6� 10�10; 1:3� 10�5; 1). Here there is less of a problemwith the impliit QR step as the shift � will tend to be small. Diret alulationshows that � � 0:5 and therefore, unless there is any unfortunate anellation,we have jyj = j(a11 � �d21)=a21j � ja11=a21j:Assuming the elements of A are of similar size then 1=jyj will be order 1 andtherefore jsj=� will be small.In onlusion, we have observed that the tridiagonal redution will tend toapproximately reverse the saling in the elements d2; : : : ; dn of H0 = D�10 A0D�10when H0 is graded upwards. This redution an be done in a stable mannerprovided the elements of A0 are of the same order but problems may our whenapplying the shifted QR Givens rotation, as observed. This does not happenwhen H0 = D�10 A0D�10 is graded downwards as the tridiagonal redution doesnot a�et the saling and the shifted QR Givens rotation an usually be applied



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 106stably. Therefore it is preferable to apply the symmetri QR algorithm to matrieswhih are graded downwards.3.5 Chandrasekaran's AlgorithmA deation method has been proposed by Chandrasekaran [8℄. This methodstarts by omputing the eigendeompositionGTA�1G = V �V T (3.47)where B = GGT and � = diag(�1; : : : ; �n) and the eigenvalues are ordered bydereasing magnitude. Notie that this is the inverse of the matrix G�1AG�Twhih is formed in the Cholesky method. From (3.47) we have a matrix ofeigenvetors of the matrix pair (A;B), X = A�1GV suh thatXTAX = �; XTBX = �2:The method uses the key observation that even when both A and B are ill-onditioned, the matrix GTA�1G an be omputed to suÆient auray suhthat the eigenpairs, orresponding to the largest eigenvalues of GTA�1G in mag-nitude, will be omputed with bakward error of order u. This means that (bxi; b�i)orresponding to the larger b� satisfyk(b�iA� B)bxik . ukbxik�jb�ijkAk+ kBk� :These large eigenvalues of GTA�1G an then be deated from A and B andwe an then work reursively on the redued problem. If these eigenvalues aredeated in order of dereasing size in magnitude, Chandrasekaran [8℄ shows thatthe sequene of deating transformations an be applied in a numerially stablemanner.We now look at the deation proess. We have the omputed eigendeompo-sition of GTA�1G in (3.47) and the matrix of eigenvetors X = A�1GV . We now



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 107�nd a Householder matrix Q1 suh that Q1x1 = �kx1k2e1 where x1 is the �rstolumn of X. If we apply a similarity transformation using Q1 we have
A Q1AQT1 = 24 1 n�11 �1 aT1n�1 a1 �A1 35;
B  Q1BQT1 = 24 1 n�11 �1 bT1n�1 b1 �B1 35:If we update the eigenvetor matrix we haveX  Q1X = 24 �kx1k2 hT10 �X1 35 :Beause of the way the Householder matrix is formed we see that Q1AQT1 y =�Q1BQT1 y where y = Q1x1 = kxk2e1. This means that the �rst olumns ofQ1AQT1 andQ1BQT1 are parallel. We now �nd a Householder matrix �W1 suh that�W1a1 = �ka1k2e1. Beause a1and b1 are parallel we also have �W1b1 = �kb1k2e1.De�ning W1 = diag(1; �W1) we haveX  W1X = 24 �kx1k2 hT10 �W1 �X1 35 ;A W1AW T1 = 24 �1 �ka1k2eT1�ka1k2e1 �W1 �A1 �W T1 35 ;B  W1BW T1 = 24 �1 �kb1k2eT1�kb1k2e1 �W1 �B1 �W T1 35 ;where (�1;�kb1k2)T = �1(�1;�ka1k2)T . We now �nd a Gauss transform L�11 tomake the �rst olumns of A and B to be parallel to e1:L�11 = 24 1 0�e1 In�1 35 ; � = ��kb1k2�1 = ��ka1k2�1 :



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 108Applying this transformation we haveX  L�11 X = 24 �kx1k2 00 X2 35 ;A L�11 AL�T1 = 24 �1 00 �W1 �A1 �W T1 � ka1k22�1 e1eT1 35 ;B  L�11 BL�T1 = 24 �1 00 �W1 �B1 �W T1 � kb1k22�1 e1eT1 35 :The �rst row of X is obtained by noting that XTAX = � and XTBX = �2.We an apply this tehnique reursively if the alulated eigenpairs are aurateenough. If not we an reompute the eigendeomposition of the Shur omple-ments of A and B and apply the same tehnique again to the aurate eigenpairs.We now give the algorithm in full.Algorithm 3.5.1 (Chandrasekaran's Algorithm) Given A;B 2 Rn�n suhthat A is symmetri and B is symmetri positive de�nite the following algorithmalulates the eigenvalues �i and orresponding eigenvetors of the pair (A;B).� = kAk2=kBk2, Y = In.Sale matries A and B suh that kAk2 = kBk2.Compute eigendeomposition B = U�UT .Compute eigendeomposition p�UTA�1Up� = V �V T where theeigenvalues are ordered from largest to smallest in magnitude.Compute generalized eigenvetors of (A;B), X = A�1Up�V .for i = 1:n� 1if k(�iA�B)xik � �kxik(j�ijkAk+ kBk)Compute Householder matrix Qi suh that Qixi = ei.A = QiAQTi , B = QiBQTiX = QiX



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 109Y = Y Qiif j�ij � 1Make ith row and olumn of A and B exatly parallel.A(: ; i) = B(: ; i)=�i , A(i; : ) = A(: ; i)TFind Householder matrix Wi suh that WiB(: ; i) haszeros below the (i+ 1)th element.A = WiAW Ti , B = WiBW TiX =WiXY = YWiFind an elementary Gauss transform L�1i suh thatL�1i B(: ; i) = eiA = L�1i AL�Ti , B = L�1i BL�TiX = L�1i XY = Y Lielse if j�ij < 1Make ith row and olumn of A and B exatly parallel.B(: ; i) = �iA(: ; i) , B(i; : ) = B(: ; i)TFind Householder matrix Wi suh that WiA(: ; i) haszeros below the (i+ 1)th element.A = WiAW Ti , B = WiBW TiX =WiXY = YWiFind an elementary Gauss transform L�1i suh thatL�1i A(: ; i) = eiA = L�1i AL�Ti , B = L�1i BL�TiX = L�1i XY = Y Li



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 110endelse Reompute eigendeomposition of B = U�UT .Reompute eigendeomposition of p�UTA�1Up� = V �V Twhere the eigenvalues are ordered from largest to smallestin magnitude.Reompute generalized eigenvetors of (A;B), X = A�1Up�V .endend�i = �A(i; i)=B(i; i), xi = Y (: ; i), i = 1:nWe now disuss some of the implementation issues that were glossed over inAlgorithm 3.5.1. Firstly all eigendeompositions are performed using the sym-metri QR algorithm. Seondly, for the formation of the matrix p�UTA�1Up�we �rst ompute the eigendeomposition of A = Z�ZT . Then we omputep� ��UTZT ���1 (UZ)�p�in the order suggested by the parentheses.To form GTA�1G we assume that A is nonsingular. The additive perturba-tions of the algorithm may ause A to beome singular. When A is singularthe zero eigenvalues of (A;B) an be deated from the problem by omputing aHouseholder transform Hs suh that Hsxi = ei. When formingA = HsAHTs ; B = HsBHTsthe ith row and olumn will be zero. Using elementary Gauss transforms we anwe an redue the ith row and olumn of B to ei.The total op ount for this algorithm is � O(n4) but this upper limit hasnever been observed in pratie. This algorithm always runs to ompletion with



CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE SDGEP 111an operation ount of O(n3) ops in pratie. Unfortunately, due to the poten-tially high number of eigendeompositions and deation steps that an be needed,this algorithm an be a lot slower than the other methods mentioned.



Chapter 4
Iterative Re�nement
4.1 Newton's MethodIn Setion 3.3 and 3.4 we have shown under what irumstanes the Choleskymethod an produe unstable solutions. We now onsider the use of iterativere�nement to restore numerial stability. The idea of using iterative re�nementto improve numerial stability has been investigated for linear systems by severalauthors; see [31, Chap. 11℄ for a survey and [32℄ for the most reent results. Iter-ative re�nement has previously been used with residuals omputed in extendedpreision to improve the auray of approximate solutions to the standard eigen-problem [17℄, [16℄, [56℄. Tisseur [57℄ shows how iterative re�nement an be usedin �xed or extended preision to improve the forward and bakward errors ofapproximate solutions to the generalized eigenvalue problem. The generalizedeigenvalue problem an be written asAx = �Bx; eTs x = 1 (for some �xed s)where the seond equation is needed beause we have one degree of freedom inthe hoie of eigenvetor (if x is an eigenvetor then so is �x for some � 6= 0) andwe do not assume that A and B are symmetri. We an apply Newton's method112



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 113to the equivalent nonlinear equation problemF (v) = F  " x�#! = " (A� �B)x�eTs x� � # : Rn+1 ! Rn+1 (4.1)where � = max(kAk; kBk). Newton's iteration generates a sequene fvkg pro-dued by vk+1 = vk � J(vk)�1F (vk); k = 0; 1; : : : ; (4.2)where J(vk) = F 0(vk) is the Jaobian. This requires solving linear systems whoseoeÆient matries areJ(v) = J  " x�#! = "A� �B �Bx�eTs 0 # : (4.3)To solve (4.2) we require the Jaobian in (4.3) to be nonsingular. We now onsiderthe possibility of the Jaobian being singular at a zero of F .Lemma 4.1.1 [57℄ Let v� = (xT� ; ��)T , where �� is �nite, be a zero of F asde�ned in (4.1). Then J(v�) in (4.3) is singular if and only if �� is a multipleeigenvalue of (A;B).Proof. We start by supposing that J(v�) is singular. Using the formula [28℄det "M uvT �#! = � det(M)� vTMAu; (4.4)where MA is the adjugate of M we obtain0 = det(J(v�)) = eTs (A� ��B)ABx�beause det(A � ��B) = 0 as �� is an eigenvalue of (A;B). The adjugate ofa matrix M is just the transpose of the matrix of ofators, C, whih has theformula Cij = (�1)i+j det(Mij)



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 114where Mij is the matrix obtained by removing row i and olumn j from M . Theadjugate has the property thatMAM = det(M)Iso if we de�ne yT = eTs (A� ��B)A thenyT (A� ��B) = eTs det(A� ��B)I = 0:Therefore y is a left eigenvetor of the matrix pair (A;B) orresponding to theeigenvalue �� and yTBx� = eTs (A� ��B)ABx� = 0:If �� was a simple eigenvalue with orresponding left and right eigenvetors y andx then yTBx� 6= 0. Therefore �� must be an eigenvalue with multipliity at least2. If �� is a multiple eigenvalue then there exists a left eigenvetor y suh that(yT 0)"A� ��B �Bx�eTs 0 # = 0and therefore J(v�) is singular.Beause we keep one element of vk onstant during the iteration (4.2) we anredue the problem to one of size n. If we writevk+1 = vk +�vk = " xk +�xk�k +��k #then the iteration (4.2) beomes(A� �kB)�xk ���kBxk = rk; eTs xk+1 = eTs xk = 1; (4.5)where rk = �kBxk � Axk is the residual. As in [16℄ we note that eTs�xk = 0 andtherefore the sth olumn of A� �kB does not partiipate in the iteration. If wede�ne Æk = �xk +��kes



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 115and Mk = (A� �kB)� ((A� �kB)es +Bxk)eTs (4.6)then we an rewrite the iteration (4.5) asMkÆk = rk; �k+1 = �k + eTs Æk; xk+1 = xk + Æk � eTs Ækes: (4.7)Notie that the matrix Mk in (4.6) is the matrix A� �kB where the sth olumnhas been replaed with �Bxk. We now give the algorithm in full, whih is astraightforward implementation of (4.7).Algorithm 4.1.2 Given general A;B 2 Rn�n and an approximate eigenpair(x; �) with kxk1 = xs = 1, this algorithm applies iterative re�nement to � andx: repeat until onvergener = �Bx� AxForm M : the matrix A� �B with olumn s replaed by �Bx.Fator PM = LU (LU fatorization with partial pivoting)Solve MÆ = r using the LU fators� = �+ Æs; Æs = 0x = x + ÆendThis algorithm is expensive as eah iteration requires O(n3) ops for thefatorization of M . If A and B are symmetri and simultaneously diagonaliz-able then we an take advantage of the eigendeomposition omputed by Algo-rithm 3.3.1 or 3.4.1, the ost per iteration an be redued to O(n2) ops. Weassume we have omputed a nonsingular matrix X and a diagonal matrix D suhthat XTAX � D = diag(�1; : : : ; �n) and XTBX � In. ThenXT rk = XTMkÆk= ((D � �kI)�XT ((A� �kB)es +Bxk)eTsX)X�1Æk: (4.8)



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 116If we de�ne the termsD�k = D � �kI; vk = XT ((A� �kB)es +Bxk);f = XT es; wk = X�1Æk; gk = XT rkthen the iteration in (4.8) beomes(D�k � vkfT )wk = gk (4.9)The matrix in (4.9) is a rank one modi�ation to a diagonal matrix. As D�0 issingular we annot use the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula. One way ofsolving (4.9) heaply is to redue D�k � vkfT to upper Hessenberg form, whihan be done in n� 1 rotations. We de�ne the rotations suh thatJT1 : : : JTn�1vk = �kvkk2e1where Jk is a rotation in the (k; k + 1) oordinate plane designed to zero the(k + 1)th element of vk. The produtJT1 : : : JTn�1(D�k � vkfT ) = H � kvkk2e1fT = H1will be upper Hessenberg. Using a QR fatorization of H1, the solution of (4.9)an be found in O(n2) ops.Algorithm 4.1.3 Given symmetri A;B 2 Rn�n , nonsingular X 2 Rn�n anddiagonal D 2 Rn�n suh that XTAX � D and XTBX � I, and an approximateeigenpair (x; �) with kxk1 = xs = 1, this algorithm applies iterative re�nementto � and x at a ost of O(n2) ops per iteration.repeat until onvergener = �Bx� AxD� = D � �Id = �Bx� �s, where �s is the sth olumn of A� �B



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 117v = XTd; f = XT esCompute Givens rotations Jk in the (k; k + 1) plane, suh thatQT1 v := JT1 : : : JTn�1v = kvk2e1Compute orthogonal Q2 suh thatT = QT2QT1 (D� + vfT ) is upper triangularz = QT2QT1XT rSolve Tw = z for wÆ = Xw� = �+ Æs; Æs = 0x = x + Æend4.2 Analysis of Newton's MethodIn this setion we onsider a general funtion F :Rn ! Rn and assume that it isontinuously di�erentiable. We will also assume that there exists v� 2 Rn suhthat F (v�) = 0 and the Jaobian J(v) is Lipshitz ontinuous with onstant �,that is, for all �v; v 2 Rn kJ(�v)� J(v)k � �k�v � vk:First we onsider the hange in the forward error aused by a single stepof Newton's method in oating point arithmeti. In oating point arithmetiNewton's method an be written as�v = v � (J + E)�1(r + e) + � (4.10)where for notational onveniene J = J(v), r = F (v), �v = bvk+1 and v = bvk. Theerrors are ategorized as:



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 118� e is the error in alulating the residual. We assume that the residual an beomputed in extended preision �u � u and then rounded bak to workingpreision u. We bound this error bykek � ukrk+  (F; v; u; �u):� E is the error in forming the Jaobian J(v) and solving the linear system.We bound this error by the funtionkEk � u�(F; v; n; u)whih reets the instability of the solver and the error made in approxi-mating J(v).� � is the error made when adding the orretion to v. We havek�k � u(kvk+ kdk)where d = (J + E)�1(r + e): (4.11)4.2.1 Forward ErrorWe now onsider the hange in the forward error aused by one step of theiteration (4.10). We will make use of the following lemma.Lemma 4.2.1 [14, Lemma 4.1.12℄ For any v, �v 2 RnkF (�v)� F (v)� J(v)(�v � v)k � �2 k�v � vk2: (4.12)Theorem 4.2.2 [57, Theorem 2.2℄ Let F :Rn ! Rn , v� 2 Rn suh that F (v�) = 0and assume that the Jaobian at the zero J� = J(v�) is nonsingular and thatkJ�1Ek � � < 1: (4.13)



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 119Then for all v suh that �kJ�1� kkv � v�k � � < 1; (4.14)v in (4.10) is well de�ned andk�v � v�k � Gkv � v�k+ g;whereG = 11� � kJ�1Ek+ (1 + u)22(1� �)(1� �)�kJ�1� kkv � v�k+ u(2 + u)(1� �)(1� �)�(J�) + uand g = 1 + u(1� �)(1� �)kJ�1� k (F; v; u; �u) + ukv�k:Proof. Assumption (4.13) guarantees that J+E is nonsingular and therefore�v in (4.10) is well de�ned. Starting with (4.10) we have�v � v� = v � v� � (J + E)�1(r + e) + �= (I � (J + E)�1J)(v � v�)� (J + E)�1(r � J(v � v�) + e) + �;whih upon taking norms gives usk�v � v�k � kI � (J + E)�1Jkkv � v�k+k(J + E)�1k (kr � J(v � v�)k+ kek) + k�k: (4.15)We now bound the individual terms in (4.15). Starting with the �rst term wehave I � (J + E)�1J = (J + E)�1E = (I + J�1E)�1J�1Eand it follows from (4.13) thatkI � (J + E)�1Jk � 11� � kJ�1Ek: (4.16)(J + E) is nonsingular and an be bounded byk(J + E)�1k � kJ�1k1� kJ�1Ek : (4.17)



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 120From the identity J = J�(I + J�1� (J � J�)) (4.18)and using assumption (4.14) and the Lipshitz property of J we havekJ�1� (J � J�)k � �kJ�1� kkv � v�k � � < 1 (4.19)and therefore J is nonsingular with inverse J�1 = ((I +J�1� (J �J�))�1J�1� whihan be bounded bykJ�1k � kJ�1� k1� kJ�1� (J � J�)k � 11� �kJ�1� k: (4.20)Substituting this in (4.17) we havek(J + E)�1k � 1(1� �)(1� �)kJ�1� k: (4.21)Using Lemma 4.2.1 we an show thatkr � J(v � v�)k; kr � J�(v � v�)k � �2 kv � v�k2: (4.22)Using kek � ukrk+  (F; v; u; �u) and rearranging (4.22) to givekrk � kr � J(v � v�)k+ kJ(v � v�)k� �2 kv � v�k2 + kJ�kkv � v�k (4.23)we get kek � u��2 kv � v�k2 + kJ�kkv � v�k� +  (F; v; u; �u): (4.24)Finally we have k�k � u(kv � v�k+ kv�k+ kdk)where d = (J + E)�1(r + e) and an be bounded using (4.21) and (4.23):kdk � k(J + E)�1k(krk+ kek)� k(J + E)�1k((1 + u)krk+  (F; v; u; �u))� 1(1� �)(1� �)kJ�1� k�(1 + u)��2 kv � v�k+ kJ�k� kv � v�k+  (F; v; u; �u)�: (4.25)



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 121If we now take the inequalities (4.16), (4.21), (4.22), (4.24) and (4.25) and plaethem in (4.15) and ollet like terms we get theG and g mentioned in the theorem.In exat arithmeti we have u = � =  (F; v; u; �u) = E = 0 and Theorem 4.2.2beomes k�v � v�k � GEkv � v�kwhere GE = 12�kJ�1� kkv � v�k, whih is the quadrati loal onvergene theoremfor Newton's method [14, Theorem 5.2.1℄ applied to a single step.If �, � � 18 and the Jaobian J� is not too ill-onditioned, say u�(J�) � 18 ,then G � 12 . Therefore the error gets smaller unless g & kv � v�k. Hene, thebest limiting auray isgkv�k = 1 + u(1� �)(1� �) kJ�1� kkv�k  (F; v; u; �u) + u;whih depends upon how aurately the residual is omputed. The rate of on-vergene, however, depends on the auray of the Jaobian and the stability ofthe solver, sine G depends largely on the size of E. Also G is independent of�u and therefore the rate of onvergene is independent of the preision used toalulate the residual.Corollary 4.2.3 Let F : Rn ! Rn , v� 2 Rn suh that F (v�) = 0 and theJaobian at the zero J� = J(v�) be nonsingular and satis�esu�(J�) � 18 : (4.26)Assume also that ukJ(bvk)�1k�(F;bvk; n; u) � 18 8k: (4.27)Then for all v0 suh that �kJ�1� kkv0 � v�k � 18 : (4.28)



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 122Newton's method produes a sequene fbvkg in oating point arithmeti that de-reases until the �rst k wherekbvk+1 � v�kkv�k � kJ�1� kkv�k  (F; v; u; �u) + u: (4.29)Proof. The assumptions (4.26), (4.27) and (4.28) mean that Theorem 4.2.2an be applied to the �rst step. They also imply that G < 1 and thereforethe error ontrats unless (4.29) holds. For subsequent iterations we an applyTheorem 4.2.2 with v0 replaed by bvk in (4.14).4.2.2 ResidualWe now onsider the e�et of Newton's method on the residual.Theorem 4.2.4 [57, Theorem 2.4℄ Let F :Rn ! Rn , v� 2 Rn suh that F (v�) = 0and assume that the Jaobian at the zero J� = J(v�) is nonsingular and�kJ�1� kkv � v�k � � < 1; (4.30)ukJ�1k�(F; v; n; u) � � < 1: (4.31)Let � = �gkJ�1� k;where g is de�ned in Theorem 4.2.2. ThenkF (�v)k � HkF (v)k+ h;where H = 0 (�+ � + u�(J�))and h = 1 (�+ � + u�(J�)) (F; v; u; �u) + 2 (�+ � + 1)ukJkkvk;where i; i = 0: 2 are onstants of order 1.



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 123Proof. From (4.31) we havekJ�1Ek � ukJ�1k�(F; v; n; u) � � < 1 (4.32)and thus �v is well de�ned. We de�ne �r = F (�v) and w = �r � r � J(�v � v).From (4.10) and (4.11) we have �v� v = �d+ � and Jd = r+ e�Ed whih yields�r = r + J(�d + �) + w;= �e+ Ed+ J� + w:By taking norms we getk�rk � kek+ kEkkdk+ kJkk�k+ kwk� ukrk+  (F; v; u; �u) + ukdk(�(F; v; n; u) + kJk)+ ukJkkvk+ kwk: (4.33)Using (4.18) and (4.19) we havekJk � (1 + �)kJ�k: (4.34)From (4.25) and (4.32) we havekdk � k(J + E)�1k (krk+ kek)� 11� � kJ�1k ((1 + u)krk+  (F; v; u; �u)) : (4.35)Combining (4.20), (4.34) and (4.35) givesukdk(�(F; v; n; u) + kJk) � k(1 + u)1� � krk+ k1� � (F; v; u; �u) (4.36)where k = ukJ�1k�(F; v; n; u)1 + �1� �u�(J�):Lemma 4.2.1 shows that kwk � �2 k�v � vk2



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 124where we bound k�v� vk in two di�erent ways. Firstly using (4.10) and (4.11) wehave k�v � vk � (1 + u)kdk+ ukvkwhih using (4.34) and (4.35) givesk�v � vk � kJ�1� k� (1 + u)2(1� �)(1� �)krk+ (1 + u)(1� �)(1� �) (F; v; u; �u)�+ ukvk:(4.37)Seondly, using the triangle inequality and Theorem 4.2.2 we getk�v � vk � (G+ 1)kv � v�k+ g: (4.38)Combining (4.37) and (4.38) we getkwk � (1 + u)2(G+ 1)2(1� �)(1� �)�kJ�1� kkv � v�kkrk+ (1 + u)22(1� �)(1� �)�gkJ�1� kkrk+ (1 + u)(G+ 1)2(1� �)(1� �)�kJ�1� kkv � v�k (F; v; u; �u)+ (1 + u)2(1� �)(1� �)�gkJ�1� k (F; v; u; �u)+u(G+ 1)2(1� �) �kJ�1� kkv � v�kkJkkvk+ �2 gukvk: (4.39)Substituting (4.36) and (4.39) into (4.33) yields the values H and h in the theo-rem.Corollary 4.2.5 Let F : Rn ! Rn , v� 2 Rn suh that F (v�) = 0 and theJaobian at the zero J� = J(v�) be nonsingular and satis�esu�(J�) � 18 :Assume also that ukJ(bvk)�1k�(F; bvk; n; u) � 18 8kand that the limiting auray g � kJ�1� k (F;bvk; u; �u) + ukv�k satis�es�gkJ�1� k � 18 :



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 125Then for all v0 suh that �kJ�1� kkv0 � v�k � 18Newton's method produes a sequene fF (bvk)g in oating point arithmeti thatdereases until the �rst k wherekF (bvk+1)k �  (F; bvk; u; �u) + ukJ(bvk)kkbvkk: (4.40)We note that if we have a zero of F in oating point arithmeti bv� = fl(v�) =v� +�v� where k�v�k � ukv�k, then using Lemma 4.2.1 we haveF (bv�) = F (v� +�v�) = J(v�)�v� + �; where k�k � �2 kbv� � v�k2:Therefore kF (bv�)k � ukJ(v�)kkv�k+ �2u2kv�k2is the best bound we an hope for the norm of the residual. Notie that the �rstterm is the same as that in the limiting residual in Corollary 4.2.5.4.2.3 Appliations to the Generalized Eigenvalue ProblemWe now apply these results to the generalized eigenvalue problem. The JaobianJ(v) in (4.3) is Lipshitz ontinuous in Rn+1 with onstant � = 2kBk and we analulate the residual suh that (F; v; u; �u) = �n (kAk+ j�jkBk)kxk:We an also say that �� needs to be a simple eigenvalue, by Lemma 4.1.1, suhthat J is not too ill-onditioned to apply the results of Corollaries 4.2.3 and 4.2.5.We assume that the linear system solver is not too unstable and that (x0; �0) issuÆiently lose to the zero (x�; ��). Then Newton's method for the generalized



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 126eigenvalue problem is well de�ned and the limiting forward error an be boundedby k(bxTk ; b�k)� (bxT� ; b��)kk(bxT� ; b��)k . �nkJ�1� kkv�k (kAk+ j��jkBk) kx�k+ u� �nkJ�1� kmax (kAk; kBk) 1 + j��jmax(1; j��j) + u� 2�nkJ�1� kmax (kAk; kBk) + uWe have kJ�k � max(kAk; kBk) and from (4.26), u�(J�) < 1. If we use doublepreision in the alulation of the residual, �u = u2 we have �n � nu2 and thereforethe limiting forward error would then bek(bxTk ; b�k)� (bxT� ; b��)kk(bxT� ; b��)k . n:We now onsider the limiting bakward error of the Newton iteration. Thenormwise bakward error of an approximate eigenpair (ex; e�) of (A;B) is de�nedby �(ex; e�) = min�� : (A +�A)ex = e�(B +�B)ex; k�Ak�;� � �kAk�;�;k�Bk�;� � �kBk�;�	: (4.41)The following theorem gives an expliit expression for �(ex; e�) [24℄, [29℄.Theorem 4.2.6 The normwise bakward error �(ex; e�) is given by�(ex; e�) = krk�(je�j kBk�;� + kAk�;�)kexk� ; (4.42)where r = e�Bex� Aex.Proof. It is straightforward to show that (4.42) is a lower bound of (4.41).This bound is attained for the perturbations�A = kAk�;�(je�j kBk�;� + kAk�;�)rz�; �B = � sign(e�) kBk�;�(je�j kBk�;� + kAk�;�)rz�;



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 127where for omplex �, sign(�) = 8<: ��j�j � 6= 0;0 � = 0:and z is a vetor dual to ex with respet to the � norm.For Hermitian A and B, we denote by �H(ex; e�) the bakward error (4.41)with the additional onstraint that the perturbations �A and �B are Hermitian.Clearly �H(ex; e�) � �(ex; e�). However the following theorem shows that when e� isreal, requiring the bakward perturbations to be Hermitian has no e�et on thebakward error for the 2-norm.Theorem 4.2.7 [29℄ If A and B are Hermitian and e� is real then for the 2-norm,�H2 (ex; e�) = �2(ex; e�).Proof. We de�ne the Hermitian matrix H suh thatHex: = (�A� e��B)ex = r;where r = e�Bex�Aex. We take H: = (krk2=kexk2)P , where P is a suitably hosenHouseholder matrix (if r is a multiple of x we hoose P = In). We an hoose suha P provided ex�r is real whih ours when e� is real. To satisfy H = �A� e��Bwith Hermitian �A and �B we de�ne�A = kAk2(je�j kBk2 + kAk2)H; �B = � sign(e�) kBk2(je�j kBk2 + kAk2)H: (4.43)Using (4.42) we havekHk2 = krk2=kexk2 = �2(ex; e�)(je�j kBk2 + kAk2)Substituting this into (4.43) we see that �H2 (ex; e�) � �2(ex; e�). Sine �H2 (ex; e�) ��2(ex; e�) equality must hold.Hene, for the symmetri de�nite generalized eigenvalue problem it is appropriateto use the general de�nition (4.41) and the formula (4.42).



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 128Notie that the normwise bakward error (4.42) is just a saled residual. Ifwe onsider the limiting residual (4.40) then we an bound the terms bykbvik1 � 1 + jb�ij; kJ(bvi)k1 � (3 + jb�ij)max(kAk1; kBk1):If we also bound (kAk1 + jb�ijkBk1)kbxik1 � min(kAk; kBk)(1 + jb�ij) then wean show, using (4.42), that the limiting bakward error is bounded by�1(bx; b�) � ~n + u(3 + j�j)max�kAk1kBk1 ; kBk1kAk1� : (4.44)This bakward error bound is small if � is of order 1 and the problem is wellbalaned, that is, kAk1 � kBk1. If the problem is not well balaned, we anhange the GEP to make it so. We an sale the GEP to (�A)x = (��)Bx, where� = kBk1=kAk1 and the bakward error now depends on the size of �� = ��.If j��j � 1 a small bakward error is ensured, while for j��j � 1 we an onsiderthe problem Bx = �� �Ax, for whih j��j � 1. Pratial experiene shows that it isnot neessary to sale or to reverse the problem|a bakward error of order u isobtained as long as the starting vetor is good enough for Newton's method toonverge.4.3 SummaryWe have shown how to repair instability in the omputed eigenpairs when theCholesky method produes unstable solutions. Using iterative re�nement, a bak-ward error of order u is obtained for Algorithms 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, as long as thestarting vetor is good enough for Newton's method to onverge. When the start-ing vetor is not lose enough, iterative re�nement is not guaranteed to onvergeand may even onverge to the wrong eigenpair. Large values of �(F;bvk; n; u),�(J�) and kv0 � v�k an prevent some of the onditions of Corollaries 4.2.3and 4.2.5 from being satis�ed. If this is the ase, Newton's method in oat-ing point arithmeti is not guaranteed to derease until it reahes the limiting



CHAPTER 4. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 129residual (4.40). As the instability of the linear system solver, �(F;bvk; n; u), isone of the onditions of Corollaries 4.2.3 and 4.2.5, Algorithm 4.1.3 is less likelyto onverge than Algorithm 4.1.2. Large error in the omputed eigenpairs analso ause Newton's method not to onverge. Our experiene shows that extremeexamples, involving ill-onditioned B, that are spei� to the Cholesky{Jaobior the Cholesky{QR method are needed for this to happen (see Example 5 inChapter 6). When Newton's method fails to onverge to the orret eigenpair awarning an alert the user that the method has not onverged or if any dupliateeigenpairs are found.



Chapter 5
Numerially Stable Generation ofCorrelation Matries
An important lass of symmetri positive semide�nite matries is those with unitdiagonal. They arise in statistis as matries of orrelation oeÆients and areknown as orrelation matries [33℄, [51, p. 24℄. They also play an important role innumerial analysis, beause of the approximate optimality property (2.14). Thisproperty aounts for the appearane of orrelation matries in several ontextsin numerial analysis, three of whih we briey explain.Cholesky fatorization. Standard error analysis shows that when Choleskyfatorization is used to solve a symmetri positive de�nite linear system Ax = bin oating point arithmeti, the relative error kx � bxk2=kxk2 of the omputedsolution bx is bounded by a multiple of �2(A)u, where u is the unit roundo�. Amore re�ned analysis [11℄, [31, Se. 10.1℄, [64℄ shows that kD(x � bx)k2=kDxk2is bounded by a multiple of �2(H)u, with D and H as de�ned in (2.13). If Ais \arti�ially ill onditioned", in the sense that H is well onditioned and Dhas diagonal elements of widely varying magnitude, then the latter bound anguarantee muh better relative auray in bx than the original one. The re�nedanalysis also provides a ondition for Cholesky fatorization to sueed in oating130



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 131point arithmeti (that is, for no square roots of negative quantities or divisions byzero to our) involving an upper bound on �2(H)u rather than the more usual�2(A)u.Preonditioning. The simplest preonditioner for iterative methods for solvinga symmetri positive de�nite linear system Ax = b is the Jaobi preonditioner [3℄,[27℄, whih uses D in (2.13) to transform to a linear system involving the or-relation matrix H. The motivation is the result (2.14), sine one of the aims ofpreonditioning is to redue the ondition number �2(A). For some matries aris-ing in PDE appliations, D in (2.13) is an optimal saling: Forsythe and Straus[22℄ show that �2(H) is minimal if A is symmetri positive de�nite with propertyA (that is, there exists a permutation matrix P suh that PAP T an be expressedas a blok 2 � 2 matrix whose (1; 1) and (2; 2) bloks are diagonal). Thus, forexample, any symmetri positive de�nite blok tridiagonal matrix whose diagonalbloks are identities is optimally saled. For a summary of more general salingresults of this type see [27, Se. 10.5℄.Jaobi methods. In setion 2.1 we noted that when Jaobi's method is appliedto a symmetri positive de�nite matrix A, using a suitable stopping riterion, theomputed eigenvalues satisfy relative error bounds proportional to �2(H)u ratherthan the quantity �2(A)u that would be expeted for a normwise bakward stablemethod.For testing theory and algorithms in statistis and these numerial analysisappliations, and for simulations in signal proessing [33℄, it is desirable to beable to generate orrelation matries with a spei�ed eigenvalue distribution or2-norm ondition number. One approah, used by Demmel and Veseli� [10℄, is togenerate a random symmetri positive de�nite matrix with spei�ed eigenvaluesby any existing tehnique and then sale it to produe unit diagonal. However, theat of saling an hange the ondition number by an arbitrary amount. Certain



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 132speial matries are available with the desired properties. For example, the Ka{Murdok{Szego Toeplitz matrix with (i; j) element �ji�jj has unit diagonal and ispositive semide�nite if j�j � 1. Choosing � to ahieve a desired ondition numberis possible but nontrivial, as the eigenvalues are known only in terms of the rootsof a ertain nonlinear equation [59℄. For C 2 Rm�n with kCk2 < 1, the matrixA = " Im CCT In #(whih has property A and so is optimally saled) is easily shown to be positivede�nite with �2(A) = (1 + kCk2)=(1� kCk2), but A has many zero elements sois not neessarily a good test matrix for the Cholesky or Jaobi methods.We begin, in the next setion, by briey reviewing some neessary bakgroundtheory.5.1 TheoryConstraints on the spetrum of a orrelation matrix an be dedued from thefollowing standard majorization result [34, Thms. 4.3.26, 4.3.32℄ (see [38℄ for areent geometri proof).Theorem 5.1.1 Let A 2 Rn�n be symmetri. A neessary and suÆient on-dition for A to have eigenvalues �1 � �2 � � � � � �n and diagonal elements�1 � �2 � � � � � �n (in any order along the diagonal) is thatkXi=1 �i � kXi=1 �i; k = 1:n; (5.1)with equality for k = n.Note that the requirement of equality in (5.1) for k = n follows trivially fromthe fat that trae(A) = Pi �i = Pi �i. For a orrelation matrix, �i � 1 and



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 133�i � 0, and the theorem implies that any set of nonnegative eigenvalues summingto n is possible.A natural question, whih does not seem to have been onsidered before,is whether it is possible to generate a banded orrelation matrix with spei�ednonnegative spetrum summing to n. Reall that A has bandwidth p if aij = 0for ji � jj > p. The next result gives a negative answer to this question for thenarrow bandwidth ase that is of most pratial interest.Theorem 5.1.2 Not every set of nonnegative salars �1; : : : ; �n summing to nan be the eigenvalues of a orrelation matrix of bandwidth p if p < (n� 1)=2.Proof. Let A 2 Rn�n be a orrelation matrix of bandwidth p. Beause Ais positive semide�nite with unit diagonal, its o�-diagonal elements are boundedin magnitude by 1. The ondition on p implies that every row of A has lessthan n� 1 nonzero elements. Gershgorin's theorem therefore implies that everyeigenvalue � of A satis�es � < n. Thus �1 = n and �2 = � � � = �n = 0 is anexample of a set of eigenvalues that is not ahievable.Our interest is now in transforming a given symmetri positive semide�nitematrix with trae n into a orrelation matrix, while preserving the eigenvalues.That suh a transformation is possible follows from Theorem 5.1.1 and is alsoa orollary of the following more general result that applies to nonsymmetrimatries. This result has a long history in whih it appears in various forms; see,in partiular, [20℄, [40℄, [58℄. We give a proof, sine it suggests an algorithm.Theorem 5.1.3 If A 2 C n�n has trae n then there exists a unitary U suh thatU�AU has unit diagonal. If A is real or Hermitian then U an be taken to bereal.



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 134Proof. Sine the �eld of values F (A) = f x�Ax : x�x = 1; x 2 C n g is aonvex set ontaining the eigenvalues of A,1 = trae(A)=n = (�1 + � � �+ �n)=n 2 F (A):Hene there exists x 2 C n suh thatx�Ax = 1; x�x = 1: (5.2)Choose eQ so that [x eQ℄ is unitary and form" x�eQ� #A [x eQ ℄ = " 1 x�A eQeQ�Ax eQ�A eQ# :Taking the trae, we �nd that the matrix eQ�A eQ 2 C (n�1)�(n�1) has trae n � 1and so the �rst part of the result follows by indution, sine the ase n = 1 istrivial. If A is real or Hermitian we have to show that x = u+ iv in (5.2) an betaken to be real. We an assume that u 6= 0, beause if u = 0 then x=i = v is areal vetor satisfying (5.2). From the real parts of (5.2) we haveu�Au+ v�Av = 1; u�u+ v�v = 1:Subtrating these two equations givesu�(A� I)u = �v�(A� I)v: (5.3)De�ning the real vetor x(t) = u+tv, we now try to �nd t suh that x(t)�Ax(t) =x(t)�x(t). This equation an be writtenu�Au+ t(u�Av + v�Au) + t2v�Av = u�u+ t(u�v + v�u) + t2v�v;or, using (5.3), at2 + bt� a = 0;where a = v�(A � I)v and b = u�(A � I)v + v�(A � I)u. When A is real orHermitian both a and b are real and we have the real solutionst = �b�pb2 + 4a22a ;



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 135or t = 0 if a = 0. Sine u 6= 0, x(t) = u+ tv is nonzero for one of the solutions tand so x(t)=kx(t)k2 is a real vetor satisfying (5.2).An algorithm based on the onstrution in this proof is given by Marsaglia andOlkin [40℄. It rests on the ability to onstrut a vetor x satisfying (5.2). Findingx is not straightforward, and an iterative tehnique is used in [40℄. Unfortunately,no upper bound on the number of iterations is available, although the averagebehaviour is stated to be satisfatory when A is a diagonal matrix of randomeigenvalues. We therefore turn our attention in the next setion to a method ofBendel and Mikey, whih is easy to implement and has a known and satisfatoryomputational ost.5.2 The Bendel{Mikey AlgorithmGiven a symmetri positive semide�nite matrix A 2 Rn�n with trae(A) = nthe Bendel{Mikey algorithm [4℄ transforms A into a orrelation matrix in n� 1steps, eah of whih onsists of applying an orthogonal similarity transformationin an (i; j) oordinate plane to introdue a 1 in the (i; i) position. (This method isoutlined by Golub and Van Loan in Problems1 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 of [26℄.) It suÆes todesribe the �rst stage. If A does not have unit diagonal then, sine trae(A) = n,there exist i and j with i < j suh that aii < 1 < ajj or aii > 1 > ajj. We applya Givens rotation to obtain"  s�s  #T " aii aijaij ajj #"  s�s  # = " 1 ~aij~aij ~ajj # ; 2 + s2 = 1: (5.4)Equating (1,1) elements yields the equation2aii � 2saij + s2ajj = 1: (5.5)In [4℄, and in the Fortran implementation in [39℄, this equation is solved byonverting it into a quadrati in os 2� (where  = os �). However, it is better1In the 1989 seond edition of [26℄ these problems are numbered 8.5.3 and 8.5.4.



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 136in terms of eÆieny and numerial stability to express (5.5) as a quadrati int = s=, (ajj � 1)t2 � 2taij + aii � 1 = 0; (5.6)from whih t = aij �qa2ij � (aii � 1)(ajj � 1)ajj � 1 : (5.7)Note that the hoie of i and j ensures that (aii � 1)(ajj � 1) < 0 and henethat t is real; moreover, the argument of the square root is evaluated auratelyas there is no damaging anellation. We take the sign to be positive in (5.7)to avoid anellation. If neessary, the other root an be obtained from the fatthat the produt of the roots is (aii � 1)=(ajj � 1). Then we reover = 1p1 + t2 ; s = t: (5.8)We ould, alternatively, use a Householder reetion, as suggested by Marsagliaand Olkin [40℄. However, any 2� 2 Householder reetion has the form"� ss  # = "�1 00 1#"  �ss  # = "  s�s  #"�1 00 1# ;from whih it is easily seen that applying a Householder reetion is equivalent,up to signs, to applying a Givens rotation.If we start with a diagonal A this approah does not neessarily produe afull matrix (that is, some of the orrelations may be zero). To ensure that afull matrix is produed and to add randomness we begin by applying a randomorthogonal similarity transformation, for whih the natural distribution is theHaar distribution [54℄.Algorithm 5.2.1 (Bendel and Mikey) Given nonnegative salars �1; : : : ; �nsumming to n, this algorithm produes a random orrelation matrix having eigen-values �1; : : : ; �n.



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 1371: Form a random orthogonal matrix U 2 Rn�n from the Haar distribution.Let A = U diag(�i)UT .2: while some aii 6= 1Find indies i and j with i < j so that aii < 1 < ajj or aii > 1 > ajj.Apply an orthogonal similarity transformation omprisinga Givens rotation in the (i; j) plane to set aii = 1,as desribed by (5.4), (5.7) and (5.8).endThe matrix U in Algorithm 5.2.1 an be formed by the method of Stewart [54℄(see also [31, Setion 26.3℄), whih onstruts it as a produt of n � 1 randomHouseholder transformations and a diagonal matrix of �1s.Algorithm 5.2.1 has several attrative features. First, it has a high degree ofrandomness: the �rst stage produes a matrix with random eigenvetors from astandard distribution, and the indies in the loop and the root of (5.6) an beseleted randomly, too, if desired. Seond, the algorithm is of known and reason-able ost. The initial formation of A requires 7n3=3 ops using Stewart's method.The while loop requires at most n�1 iterations so the seond stage osts at most12n2 ops, whih is negligible ompared with the �rst stage. Finally, softwarefor the �rst stage is readily available, in MATLAB as gallery('randsvd',...),and in Fortran 77 in diretory lapak/testing/matgen of the LAPACK distri-bution (see [13℄ for doumentation), so the algorithm is very easy to implement.Algorithm 5.2.1 is implemented in MATLAB 6 as gallery('randorr',...).The statistial distribution of the matries produed by Algorithm 5.2.1 is notwell understood; see Holmes [33℄ for details of what is known.Finally, we note that an algorithm similar to Algorithm 5.2.1 for onstrutinga symmetri matrix with given eigenvalues and diagonal elements satisfying the



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 138majorization ondition (5.1) is given by Chan and Li [6℄, with a Fortran imple-mentation in [7℄. As Ikramov [35℄ has noted, the same algorithm is also given,without referene to [6℄, by Zha and Zhang [65℄.5.3 Error Analysis and Implementation IssuesNow we onsider the behaviour of Algorithm 5.2.1 in oating point arithmetiand ompare it with the existing version of the Bendel and Mikey algorithm in[4℄, [39℄.Lemma 5.3.1 Let bAi denote the omputed matrix at the end of stage i in Algo-rithm 5.2.1, for i = 1; 2. ThenbA1 = QT1 (diag(�i) +�A1)Q1; k�A1kF � ~n2k diag(�i)kF ;bA2 = QT2 ( bA1 +�A2)Q2; k�A2kF � ~nk bA1kF ;where Q1 and Q2 are orthogonal. Consequently, the output of the algorithm is amatrix bA satisfyingbA = QT (diag(�i) +�)Q; k�kF � ~n2k diag(�i)kF ;where Q is orthogonal.Proof. The result for stage 1 follows from standard error analysis of House-holder transformations [31, Se. 18.3℄. Similarly, for stage 2 we an adapt stan-dard error analysis of Givens transformations [31, Se. 18.5℄.The lemma shows that most of the error in Algorithm 5.2.1 omes, as doesmost of the work, from stage 1. It follows from standard perturbation theory thatthe eigenvalues of bA di�er from the desired eigenvalues �i by absolute amountsat most k�kF � pn~n2 maxi �i. If max(�i)=min(�i) > n�1=2~�1n2 then bA an beinde�nite and so fail to be a orrelation matrix. In this situation it is preferable,



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 139if the appliation allows it, to generate A in fatored form, as desribed in thenext setion.The omputed bA from Algorithm 5.2.1 will not usually have diagonal elementsexatly equal to 1, beause of rounding errors. The questions arises of whether itis safe to set these elements to 1. Consider the general step in stage 2, whih isdesigned to set aii to unity as desribed by (5.4), and suppose that aii < 1 < ajj.Sine A is positive de�nite, aij � paiiajj < pajj:The (i; i) element is overwritten by the result of evaluating the formulax = 2aii � 2saij + s2ajj;or some simple rearrangement of it, where the omputed  and s that are usedhave relative errors of order ~1. Standard error analysis yields, for any order ofevaluation, jx� bxj � ~1(2jaiij+ 2jsjjaijj+ s2jajjj)� ~1(jaiij+ jaijj+ jajjj)� ~1(1 +qjajjj+ jajjj)� ~1(1 +pn+ n)� ~n:Sine x = 1 we onlude that replaing bx by 1 orresponds to a bakward per-turbation in A of order ~n, whih has no e�et on the bounds in Lemma 5.3.1.To summarize, Algorithm 5.2.1 has essentially perfet bakward stability andwe an expliitly set the diagonal elements to unity without a�eting the stability.Now we onsider the implementation of the Bendel{Mikey algorithm in [4℄,[39℄. Here, the Givens rotation in (5.4) is omputed by� = a2ij + 14(aii � ajj)2; � = 12(aii + ajj � 2)(aii � ajj);



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 140 = 14(aii + ajj � 2)2 � a2ij; Æ =p�2 � 4�;� = 12 os�1 � Æ��2� � ;  = os(�); s = sin(�):It is lear that these formulae an involve serious anellation and are not a stableway of omputing �. The omputed Givens rotation will always be orthogonal toworking preision, but when applied to A it will not neessarily aurately set aiito 1. In the Fortran implementation in [39℄ this weakness is reognized in so faras the routine heks how lose the omputed diagonal is to 1 and ags an errorif a user-spei�ed tolerane for the di�erene is exeeded.We have experimented with the NAG library routine �G05GBF (Mark 18) [45℄,whih is based on the ode from [39℄. We alled the ode from MATLAB usinga Mex interfae and applied diret searh optimization routines from the TestMatrix Toolbox [30℄. We readily found examples where the omputed diagonalis very far from 1. For example, in one run the vetor of eigenvalues and theomputed orrelation matrix werex = 0.38441.83650.7791A = 1.0000 -0.2568 -0.6458-0.2568 0.9379 0.2772-0.6458 0.2772 1.0621The eigenvalues of the matrix agree with the spei�ed ones to the working pre-ision (u � 10�16), as expeted, but the (2; 2) and (3; 3) elements are far from 1.In all suh examples the NAG routine returns a nonzero error ag signalling theinaurate diagonal.



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 141Aording to the Guide to Available Mathematial Software (http://gams.nist.gov), the IMSL STAT/LIBRARY ontains a routine �rnor that generatesa random orrelation matrix with spei�ed eigenvalues. The doumentation pro-vided on GAMS does not speify the method, but it says that an error agindiates \Considerable loss of preision ourred in the rotations used to formthe orrelation matrix. Some of the diagonals of COR di�er from 1.0 by morethan the mahine epsilon", whih suggests that this routine is also based on theode from [39℄.Our onlusion is that the Fortran ode in [39℄ uses an unstable implementa-tion of the Bendel{Mikey algorithm; this ode and those based on it should bemodi�ed to obtain the Givens rotation from (5.7) and (5.8) and to expliitly setthe diagonal to 1.5.4 Generating (Cholesky) Fators of Correla-tion MatriesAny orrelation matrix A 2 Rn�n an be written XTX, where X 2 Rm�n withm � n has olumns of unit 2-norm. Two-sided orthogonal transformationsA QTAQ orrespond to one-sided transformations X  XQ. Using this on-netion, we an derive an analogue of Algorithm 5.2.1 that onstruts a randomretangular matrix with olumns of unit 2-norm and spei�ed singular values,provided that the squares of the singular values sum to n. This algorithm is ofinterest for at least two reasons. First, irrespetive of rounding errors, the fatorX always represents a positive semide�nite matrix A = XTX and its elementshave half the dynami range of those of A. For omputational onveniene, andto redue storage, X an be taken to be square and upper triangular, that is, asthe Cholesky fator of A (up to signs). Seond, the one-sided Jaobi method for



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 142omputing the singular value deomposition (SVD) has high auray propertiesanalogous to those mentioned in Setion 2.1 for the two-sided algorithm [10℄, [41℄.In this ase the relative error in the omputed singular values satis�es a boundproportional to the ondition number of the matrix saled to have olumns of unit2-norm, and this matrix has 2-norm ondition number within pn of the smallestobtainable by olumn saling. The fator X of a orrelation matrix is thereforeuseful for testing the one-sided Jaobi method.We denote the jth olumn of X by xj.Algorithm 5.4.1 Given nonnegative salars �1; : : : ; �n with Pni=1 �2i = n, andan integer m � n, this algorithm produes a random matrix X 2 Rm�n havingolumns of unit 2-norm and singular values �1; : : : ; �n. Optionally, X may betaken to be upper triangular.1: Form X = U diag(�i)V T , where U 2 Rm�n and V 2 Rn�n arerandom matries with orthonormal olumns from the Haar distribution.2: while some kxjk2 6= 1Find indies i and j with i < j so that kxik2 < 1 < kxjk2or kxik2 > 1 > kxjk2.Form aii = xTi xi, aij = xTi xj, ajj = xTj xj.Construt a Givens rotation Q = � �s s� in the (i; j) planeaording to (5.4), (5.7) and (5.8) to set kxik2 = 1and transform X  XQ.endOptionally, ompute the QR fatorization X = eQR andreplae X by R(1:n; 1:n).As for Algorithm 5.2.1, the while loop in Algorithm 5.4.1 is exeuted at mostn�1 times. The ost of the algorithm ism3+n3 ops for the initial formation ofX



CHAPTER 5. CORRELATION MATRICES 143(whih is done without expliitly forming U and V|see [54℄, [31, Setion 26.3℄),plus at most 10n2 ops for the seond stage (note that the olumn norms kxjk2need only be omputed one, at the start of the seond stage, and an then beupdated). The optional QR fatorization osts a further 2n2(m� n=3) ops (as-suming the use of Householder transformations). Algorithm 5.4.1 is implementedin MATLAB 6 as gallery('randolu',...).Algorithm 5.4.1 has numerial stability and auray properties analogous tothose of Algorithm 5.2.1.We mention that Drma� [19℄, [18℄ onstruts matries of the form generatedby Algorithm 5.4.1 by applying a one-sided, apparently in�nite, produt of Givensrotations to a diagonal matrix of singular values, but he gives no details of howthis is done.



Chapter 6
Numerial Results
In this setion we give several examples to illustrate the behaviour of Cholesky{Jaobi and the Cholesky{QR methods, the sharpness of our bakward errorbounds and how these algorithms ompare. We also show the need for pivotingin the Cholesky{QR method, and to show the bene�ts of iterative re�nement.All our experiments were arried out in MATLAB 5, in whih matrix omputa-tions are based on LAPACK; the unit roundo� is u = 2�53 � 1:1 � 10�16. InAlgorithms 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 onvergene was delared when �1(bx; b�) � u.We start by presenting two examples, inluding a pratial example of a vibra-tion problem in strutural engineering, where even though B is ill-onditioned,the two algorithms an produe bakward stable solutions.Example 1. Our �rst example illustrates how our bakward error boundsan orretly predit perfet bakward stability of the Cholesky{Jaobi and theCholesky{GQR methods despite large values of �2(B). We takeA = H � I 2 Rn�n ; B = diag(1; �; �2; : : : ; �n�1)where H is the Hilbert matrix. We also applied the Cholesky{GQR and theCholesky{HQR methods to the permuted example (PHP T ; PBP T ) where P =I(: ; [n:�1: 1℄) is a permutation matrix. For n = 8 and � = 10�1; 10�2; 10�3,144



CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 145Table 6.1: Terms from error analysis of Cholesky{Jaobi method and bakwarderror for Example 1.� �2(B) max!k max�2k max�k max �2(bx; b�)10�1 107 7.98e-1 3.33e0 3.12e0 7.27e-1710�2 1014 1.90e0 4.38e0 7.02e0 3.79e-1710�3 1021 2.38e0 4.67e0 1.04e1 1.84e-17Table 6.2: Terms from error analysis of Cholesky{QR method and bakward errorfor Example 1.� �2(B) Method max!k max�2(Nk) max �2(bx; b�)10�1 107 Givens, not permuted 29.05 595.2 5.81e-14H'holder, not permuted 1.89e-11Givens, permuted 1.30 12.8 1.51e-15H'holder, permuted 1.13e-1510�2 1014 Givens, not permuted 2.98e2 7.20e3 1.59e-11H'holder, not permuted 8.71e-06Givens, permuted 3.07 20.3 5.42e-16H'holder, permuted 1.21e-1510�3 1021 Givens, not permuted 2.99e3 7.29e4 5.00e-10H'holder, not permuted 1.24e-01Givens, permuted 5.44 26.8 2.04e-15H'holder, permuted 9.65e-16Tables 6.1 and 6.2 shows the values of the terms appearing in the error analy-sis along with the maximum bakward error over all the omputed eigenpairs.The Cholesky{QR method was only stable when it was applied to the permutedexample so the matrix C in (3.5) was graded downwards. This is illustrated inFigure 6.1 where for the Cholesky{GQR method applied to (H;B), C in (3.5)will be graded upwards and we have large values of ! when the tridiagonal QRiteration starts. When the Cholesky{GQR method applied to (PHP T ; PBP T ),C is graded downwards, and Figure 6.1 shows that all values of ! are of order 1and the algorithm is stable on this example.Example 2. This example is a strutural engineering problem that againillustrates independene of our bakward error bounds on �2(B). We onsidera antilever beam as shown in Figure 6.2(a). We assume that the antilever is
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������������������ e1 t e2 t eit t ei+1t eNt t1;2 3;4 2i�1;2i 2N�1��� AAA(a) Geometry of supported antilever beam.

6t 6t��� ���2i�32i�2 2i�12i� -Liei(b) Beam �nite element.Figure 6.2: Single span antilever beam with supported end point.rigid in its axial diretion and that all the deformations are small. The boundaryonditions are full-�xity at the base and zero translational displaement at theantilever end. We also assume that the material properties and ross setionsvary along the length of the beam. The equation of motion for the naturalvibrations has the form M�v +Kv = 0;where M denotes the symmetri positive de�nite mass inertia matrix and K thesymmetri positive de�nite sti�ness matrix. The �nite element method leads tothe generalized eigenvalue problemK� = �M�: (6.1)The antilever is modeled with N �nite elements. Eah element has 4 degrees offreedom, namely the two beam-end lateral displaements and the two beam-endrotations as shown in Figure 6.2(b). The length of the ith �nite element ei istaken to be Li and its exural harateristi to be (EI)i, where E is the modulusof elastiity and I the moment of inertia. The global degrees of freedom arenumbered as shown in Figure 6.2(a). If ubi Hermite interpolation polynomialsare used to desribe displaement along the beam element, then the beam element



CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 148sti�ness matrix is [43℄Ki = 2(EI)iL3i 2666664 6 3Li �6 3Li3Li 2L2i �3Li L2i�6 �3Li 6 �3Li3Li L2i �3Li 2L2i
3777775and the beam element onsistent mass matrix isMi = miLi420 2666664 156 22Li 54 �13Li22Li 4L2i 13Li �3L2i54 13Li 156 �22Li�13Li �3L2i �22Li 4L2i
3777775 ;wheremi is the average mass per unit length for the ith beam. The global sti�nessand mass inertia matries are obtained by assembling the Ki and Mi, i = 1:N .For our example, we hose N = 5 �nite elements leading to 9 degrees offreedom and we varied the parameters ei, Li, (EI)i and mi, sometimes applyingdiret searh to maximize the bakward error over these variables. The bakwarderrors for the Cholesky{Jaobi and the Cholesky{HQR method with pivotingwere always of order u, with our bakward error bounds for Algorithm 3.3.1 alsoof order u. Table 6.3 shows results for two sets of parameters. The seond set ofresults shows again that pivoting an be needed for stability of the Cholesky{QRmethod.Example 3. This is an example where the Cholesky{Jaobi method is un-stable and there is only one large value of !k. With n = 10, we take A 2 Rn�nto be a random symmetri matrix and B = In and replae the (n; n) entries ofeah matrix by 10�24. Jaobi rotations not involving the nth plane have � = 1and therefore !k is small. However, when we �rst apply a Jaobi rotation in the(1; n) plane we see that � = 1012 anda11 � �2ann = a11 � 1� �a1n = 1012a1n



CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 149Table 6.3: Result for two instanes of the antilever beam problem.�2(M) = 3:9� 1010, �2(L) = 1:8max!k max�2k max�k max �2(bx; b�)Cholesky{Jaobi 4.58e0 8.3e0 1.63e0 9.27e-17Cholesky{QR (no pivoting) 9.38e-17Cholesky{QR (with pivoting) 5.78e-17�2(M) = 6:7� 106, �2(L) = 2:2max!k max�2k max�k max �2(bx; b�)Cholesky{Jaobi 3.86e0 4.18e0 2.45e0 1.78e-16Cholesky{QR (no pivoting) 3.59e-12Cholesky{QR (with pivoting) 1.41e-16and therefore, from (3.17), s � 1=2 and !k � 5 � 1011. This is the onlyill-onditioned Mk transformation as, using our saling strategy, we set ed2n =2d2n + s2d21 = O(1) in (3.30), and afterwards � is always approximately 1 for allsubsequent rotations. The other key terms from the error bounds are maxk �k =8:4� 1011 and maxk �2k = 2:0. The omputed eigenvalues onsist of a group of 8of order 1, all with bakward errors of order 10�5 and two eigenvalues of order1012, with bakward errors of order u. Applying Algorithm 4.1.2 to the eigenval-ues with large bakward errors we found that bakward errors of order u wereprodued within 3{6 iterations; Algorithm 4.1.3 did not onverge for any of theeigenvalues. The Cholesky{GQR and the Cholesky{HQR method were stableon this example. The key terms from the analysis where maxk !k = 1:89 andmaxk �2(Nk) = 6:25 so our error bounds orretly predit the small bakwarderrors.Example 4. Our next example is adapted from a problem used by Fix andHeiberger [21℄ and shows that it is possible for the Cholesky{Jaobi method to bestable when the Cholesky{QR method, both with and without a pre-permutation
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Figure 6.3: Behaviour of the bakward error for eigenvalue of smallest modulus ofproblem (6.2) with � = 1, Æ = 10�2 and � = 10�8. Top : not permuted. Bottom:permuted. Dotted line denotes unit roundo� level.



CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 151step, using either Householder or Givens tridiagonalization, is unstable. LetA = 2666664 1 � � Æ� 2 0 0� 0 3 0Æ 0 0 �
3777775 ; B = diag(�; 1; �; 1); �; Æ > 0; 0 < � < 1: (6.2)We solved the problem for � = 1, Æ = 10�2, � = 10�8 and a range of � from 10�10to 10�18 by the Cholesky{Jaobi method and the Cholesky{QR method. Fig-ure 6.3 plots the ondition number of B against the bakward error �2(bxmin; b�min),for the eigenvalue b�min of minimal modulus. The Cholesky QR method performsunstably for all of the pairs (A;B), while Algorithm 3.3.1 displays exellent stabil-ity. For Algorithm 3.3.1 we have maxk !k = maxk �k = 1:0 and maxk �2k = 1:71,so our error bounds predit the small bakward errors.Example 5. This example is one of a form suggested by G. W. Stewart, andis similar to Example 3, that auses diÆulties for the Cholesky{Jaobi method,and we use it to ompare Algorithms 4.1.2 and 4.1.3. The matries arediag(A) = d; aij = min(i; j) for i 6= j; B = diag(d); d = [1; �; �2; : : : ; �n�1℄;with 0 < � < 1. We take n = 8 with three hoies of �, and onentrate on thethree eigenvalues of smallest absolute value. We report in Table 6.4 the bakwarderror �1(bx; b�) of the omputed eigenpair and the forward errore(b�) = j�� b�jj�jof the omputed eigenvalue, where the exat � is obtained using MATLAB'sSymboli Math Toolbox; these statistis are given both before and after re�ne-ment, together with the number of iterations required by Algorithms 4.1.2 and4.1.3, where \�" denotes no onvergene after 50 iterations and in this ase thequantities from the 50th iteration are shown. Table 6.5 shows the size of theterms appearing in the error bounds of Setion 3.3.3. The observed instability



CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 152Table 6.4: Iterative re�nement of eigenpairs of Example 5. For the entry markedy, onvergene was not to the eigenvalue indiated in the leftmost olumn.Before After re�nementre�nement Algorithm 4.1.2 Algorithm 4.1.3� �1(ex; e�) e(e�) �1(bx; b�) e(b�) it �1(bx; b�) e(b�) it� = 2�6 � 1:6� 10�21.4e0 6e-7 1e-5 8e-18 2e-16 2 6e-18 0 3�4.6e1 2e-8 1e-7 2e-18 2e-16 2 2e-18 2e-16 2�8.4e3 4e-11 1e-9 5e-20 0 1 5e-20 2e-16 2� = 2�8 � 3:9� 10�31.4e0 7e-5 2e-3 7e-18 0 2 1e-17 2e-16 5�1.8e2 9e-6 2e-4 5e-18 2e-16 2 7e-17 2e-15 8�1.4e4 2e-9 2e-6 9e-22 0 2 8e-17 8e-14 19� = 2�12 � 2:4� 10�41.4e0 8e-3 1e0 2e-20 0y 5 5e-3 1e0 ��3.0e3 2e-3 6e2 4e-20 2e-16 8 2e-3 1e0 ��3.5e7 3e-5 3e-1 2e-17 2e-16 3 3e-5 3e-1 �Table 6.5: Terms from error analysis for Example 5.� �2(B) max!k max�2k max�k2�6 4e12 1.3e5 7.9 1.1e102�8 7e16 1.7e7 8.0 8.8e132�12 2e25 2.8e11 8.0 5.7e21orresponds to large !k, but �2k is small, as is usually the ase. We see that,as expeted from the theory [57℄, re�ning with the unstable linear system solverprodues the same limiting bakward error as when the stable solver is used, butthat it an produe slower onvergene and is less likely to onverge at all, as wesaw also in Example 3. Iterative re�nement also improves the forward error e.As one entry in the table shows, it is possible for iterative re�nement to onvergeto a di�erent eigenpair than expeted when the original approximate eigenpair issuÆiently poor. The Cholesky{HQR method performs stably on this example.Example 6. Our last example illustrates how ill ondition of L an auseinstability. Here, n = 20, A = I and B = RTR, where R is a Kahan matrix, and�2(B) � 1=u, �2(L) � 6 � 104. Figure 6.4 plots the eigenvalues on the x-axis
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Figure 6.4: Bakward errors for Cholesky{HQR method before and after iterativere�nement for Kahan matrix example. Dotted line denotes unit roundo� level.versus the 1-norm bakward errors of the eigenpairs on the y-axis, for eigen-pairs both before and after re�nement. At most one step of iterative re�nementwas required. The Cholesky{HQR method was used, with Algorithm 4.1.3; theCholesky{Jaobi method and 4.1.2 give very similar results. The quantities in theerror bounds for the Cholesky{Jaobi method are max!k = 0:6, max�2k = 285,max�k = 2:4. As expeted, it is the small eigenvalues that have large bakwarderrors initially.6.1 Conlusions and Future WorkWe have shown, through error analysis, that the Cholesky{Jaobi and the Cholesky{GQR methods have better numerial stability properties than the standard bak-ward error bound (3.11) suggests. For problems with an ill onditioned B, thesemethods an be, and often are, perfetly stable, and numerial experiments showthat our bounds an predit the stability well. Our examples have shown that



CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 154the popular Cholesky{HQR method also has better numerial stability propertiesthan the standard bakward error bound (3.11) suggests. This method seems tobe stable when the Cholesky{GQR method is stable but in ases of instabilitythe Cholesky{GQR method seems to outperform the Cholesky{HQR method. Adetailed error analysis of the Householder transformations is needed, along thesame lines as our analysis of the 2 � 2 rotation matries used in the Cholesky{Jaobi and the Cholesky{GQR methods, to fully understood this method. Thesemethods are of pratial use as Jaobi's method is easy to ode and partiularlyattrative in a parallel omputing environment, while the symmetri QR methodis already implemented in LAPACK and MATLAB.In pratie, the Cholesky{QR method appears to perform as well as theCholesky{Jaobi method, provided that omplete pivoting is used in the Choleskyfatorization. This redues the ondition of the matrix L and onentrates anyill-onditioning of the matrix B into D2. As we noted in Setion 3.4 this an,to some extent, be explained by the QR method's good performane on gradedmatries.Instability of the Cholesky methods an be ured by iterative re�nement,provided it is not too severe, as we have illustrated. Our experiene with iterativere�nement shows that it is not neessary to sale or to reverse the problem sothat (4.44) holds|a bakward error of order u is obtained as long as the startingvetor is good enough for Newton's method to onverge. We have also shown thatthe unstable linear system solver, Algorithm 4.1.3 produes the same limitingbakward error as the stable solver, Algorithm 4.1.2, but that the onvergeneis slower and it is less likely to onverge at all. When Algorithm 4.1.3 an beused safely remains an open problem. When the error in the starting vetorbeomes too severe, iterative re�nement an fail to onverge, or onverge to thewrong eigenpair. These instanes are rare and require extreme examples, suh as



CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 155Example 5, whih involves B suh that �2(B) = 2e25 and is spei�ally designedsuh that the terms in the error analysis of the Cholesky{Jaobi method are large.The Cholesky{QR method (without pivoting) is the standard method forsolving the symmetri de�nite generalized eigenvalue problem in LAPACK, MAT-LAB 6 and the NAG Library, all of whih aim to provide exlusively bakwardstable algorithms. It is learly desirable for these implementations to inorporatepivoting in the Cholesky fatorization, in order to enhane the reliability, and toinorporate the option of iterative re�nement of seleted eigenpairs, to amelioratethose instanes where the Cholesky{QR method behaves unstably.We have also shown that the popular Bendel and Mikey algorithm for gen-erating random orrelation matries uses numerially unstable formulae, for thegeneration of the Givens rotations, in existing Fortran implementations. We havegiven improved formulae for omputing the rotations and prove that the resultingalgorithm is numerially stable. We have also shown how to modify the algorithmto generate a retangular matrix with olumns or unit 2-norm. Suh a matrixrepresents a orrelation matrix in fatored form. This form may be preferable, ifthe appliation allows it, as the orrelation matrix generated by the Bendel andMikey algorithm an be inde�nite if max(�i)=min(�i) > n�1=2~�1n2 .
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